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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Statement of the Problem
In August 1977, Dr. Peter Prout and Mr. Brian Moroney were
requested by the Community Education Development Center at Western
Michigan University and in particular by Dr. D. C. Weaver, the Center
Director. to conduct an evaluation of the doctoral community leadership
program.

This dissertation grew out of the evaluation.

In order to give the study a clear focus the concept of the com-

petent self was chosen.

This was done for several reasons.

First,

the evaluation raised a fundamental research question: HOW COM-

PETENT WERE THE GRADUATES?

The competent self is a way of

allowing a clear and definite approach to be made to this question as
will be shown in the following discussion of the competent self. Second,
the evaluation raised the matter of self-concept and the training of
community

leaders~

It was considered likely that self-concept was of

importance in the nature of and in the training of community leaders.
Self-concept_ as will be shown, is an important part of the competent
self.

Third, the evaluation was concerned with skills and competen-

cies. Questions relating to the acquisition of critical skills and how
and when they were required needed to be answered.

Once again skills

and competencies form an integral element of the competent self.
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The Competent Self
Before proceeding to introduce the competent self, a concept
which unifies the foregoing and aids in its application to the resea.::·ch
stage of the study, the notion of competence will be developed.
Maslow (1954) amongst others has highlighted the need the
individual experiences to be self-actualizing and self-aware. to be
able to produce intended results rather than be at the mercy of forces
which control him.

This can be seen as an attempt to achieve com-

petence in the various fields of human experience.
(1968) writes of competence as

11

Brewster Smith

capacities for role performance 11

which may relate to competence, that is, effective interaction with
the environment.

White (1959) distinguished this motivation, which he

called effectance, from

11

dri ves 11 and highlighted the importance of the

feedback the individual gets about the effects his actions have on his
environment.

Thus, the person is seen as active. rather than reac-

tive, in interaction with his world and closely linked to motivational
processes.
Having made these assumptions, the present study is directed
at competence and the socialization process in terms of social referents and outcomes rather than biological origins and child-rearing
practice.

This is a position derived from Inkeles (Brewster Smith

1968:276) and matches well the current concerns with effective
leadership and participation in society.

Many, in fact, are trained
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in incompetence and are left at the mercy of social forces, unable
to take advantage of the opportunities afforded them.

Gladwin (1967)

focuses sharply on this aspect of competence when he writes:
Competence . . • develops along three major axes, all
closely interrelated. First is the ability to learn or to use
a variety of alternative pathways or behavioral responses in
order to reach a given goal . • • • second, the competent
individual comprehends and is able to use a variety of social
systems within the society. moving within these systems and
utilizing the resources they offer. Third, competence depends
upon effective reality testing. Reality testing involves not
merely the lack of psychopathological impairment to percep~
tion but also a positive, broad, and sophisticated understanding of the world (Brewster Smith 1968:274-275),
The emphasis in this statement is clearly on knowledge and
ability and whilst the motivation towards competence remains
implicit, in White it is clearly explicit.
In order to establish and clarify the notion of the competent
self, the work of its formulator, M. Brewster Smith, will be examined.

In a discussion setting out a provisional view of the competent

self, Brewster Smith (1968) wrote:
Respect by others--more important in this regard than love
or approval--provides the social ground for respect of self
• • . . Accompanying these dispositions of the self are the
array of knowledge. habits, skills, and abilities that are
required to translate hopeful expectations and active orientations into effective behavior. This equipment for competence
is clearly part of the interlocking system, since its possession gives a person warrant for feelings of efficacy and for
hopeful expectations. and his constructive engagement with
the environment in turn establishes habits of industry and
provides the experiential background from which he can
acquire knowledge and skill and make the most of his
potential abilities (p. 282),
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4
Edgar (1974), building on Brewster Smith, wrote that the
11

differential equipment for competence.

11

i.e., the particular skills

and competencies with which the individual finds himself equipped,
or with which he equips himself, is more or less unchanging in the
short term whereas the subjective interpretation of them can vary
according to the particular way the individual values them at any
given moment and can therefore vary from one moment to the next.
The reason that the equipment for competence is relatively
unchanging is made clear in this next statement:
The structural restraints on occupational choice, which
we have called the differential equipment for competence,
largely emanate from outside the person. His ignorance,
lack of skill, low social status and so on are open to public
appraisal. In this sense past experiences become present
constraints on both choice of occupational roles and competent performance in these roles (p. 10).
Edgar uses Shutz's distinction between (a)

11

because motives"

and (b) "in order to motives" to further clarify these two basic
aspects of the competent self.
11 Because motives" refer to those structural restraints
on occupational choice and performance through both past
and present factors--the actual skills and abilities, the
physical, economic, social or emotional limitations a person brings with him to or confronts in a new problem situation. In other words, his equipment for competence permits
or limits his attempts to act in the present.

11 In order to" motives~ on the other hand, stem from the
individual's desire to preserve control over his environment.

Each person has certain valued goals or end-states which
may guide his selection of means from those available. For
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example, the waitress who wants a better job because she
values money or security or higher status may choose to
forego wages while she acquires the necessary training or
education. Her actions cannot be explained solely in terms
of her past experience, her present equipment for competence, but must be seen in the context of her present versus
her desired or valued self-image--how she wants to be seen
and to see herself despite the objective limitations facing
her (pp. 10-11).
Whereas Brewster Smith and Edgar treat the equipment for
competence as accompanying the competent self, the present study
will test the assumption that the equipment for competence is so
important as to warrant inclusion in the notion of the competent self
which thus is composed of two aspects: specific skills, knowledge,
roles and competencies, i.e •• the equipment for competence and
secondly a positive self-image based on the respect of others and a
sense of power and control over one's self and one's situation.

Importance of the Study
This section sets out to do two things: on the one hand to
establish the importance of self-concept in the explanation of behavior
and performance in general, and on the other to show the almost
entire neglect of self-concept in studies of leadership and, in particular, community leadership.
There has been a great deal of research on the relationship
between self-concept and various characteristics, performance and
learning behavior in general.
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The research linking self-concept to behavior in general will
be considered first.

This will be followed by studies examining rela-

tionships between self-concept, learning and performance.
Self-concept has been shown to be related to an extraordinarily wide range of behavior characteristics and attitudes.

This

presents a very real difficulty when attempting to present an overview;
a cursory summary will have to suffice.
Several studies have considered whether self-concept was
related to social class.

Klausner (1953) detected suggestive trends

in 17-year-old white males between

11

socially isolated self-aggres-

sion11 and upper middle class status and 11 reactive aggression 11 and
the lower middle class.

Havighurst and Taba (1956) considered the

relationship between ideal self and class.

The results did show a

relationship but uncontrolled variables (IQ and school grade) were not
considered and the results cannot be claimed to be definitive.
Sarnoff (1951) was interested in a specific aspect of religious
affiliation,

Negative self-concept was shown to be related to anti-

Semitism among Jewish college males.
Sex differences have been re<.realed by studies focusing on
self-concept.

McKee and Sherriffs (1957) found_ that both males and

females reported that males were superior to females, though using
an AspiratiOn Index and a Discrepancy Index, Matteson (1955) found
no difference between males and females.

However, men were more
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optimistic than women in predicting future college grades.
This would suggest that men see themselves in quite different
terms to women.

This notion is supported by Sarbin and Rosenberg

(1955) who found that men identified with such adjectives as realistic.
efficient, adventurous, logical and resourceful. whereas women
saw themselves as emotional, temperamental and affectionate •. It
seems safe to conclude from the research cited so far that males and
females have differing stereotypes and that the male stereotype is
perceived to be more favorable than the female by both sexes.
The work of Edgar {1974b) is of particular relevance to the
present study.

Edgar studied adolescent boys and girls in Victorian

(Australia) schools and noted some important dHferences between
the sexes regarding the sense of power over their lives.
While girls are not less verbally intelligent than boys
and not any more disadvantaged by structural background
factors (S. E. S., TQ) sex does relate markedly to these
adolescents' perceptions of their relative strengths and
weaknesses, their general assessment of what we have
called "the competent self" and their attribution of responsibility for their life chances either to external limitations
or to themselves (p. 42).
The factors which related to a sense of power were as follows:
previous failure at school which resulted in a lower sense of power,
lack of parental pressure to succeed at school leading to a higher
sense of power, positive feedback from teachers and parental
encouragement which both lead to a higher sense of power.

Though
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girls emerged as having a positive sense of control over their lives
and future prospects, they did not necessarily have high ambitions.
In terms of self-esteem, girls scored much lower than boys.
Edgar concluded his study by writing
Our findings , , , simply confirm the impression given
by much other data that sex is a significant factor in affecting
one's world view. The experience of being a girl, whether
one is rich or poor, verbally intelligent or not. academically
oriented or otherwise, seems to deflate the sense of selfesteem and lead to a self -attribution of blame rather than to
blaming others or one's objective life situation (p. 45).
and finally
The data indicate that self-image ••• is a vital factor
in explaining the links between past, present and future.
What has been done typically by researchers in this field is
to take a large sample of students, test them on a variety of
background factors and present attitudes, and ignore the fact
that at the moment of testing children are interpreting questions differently and answering them purposively from their
own self-perspective (p. 69).
Physical appearance appeared to be related to self-image.

In

particular, adolescent boys were affected in the way that they saw
themselves in general (self-concept) by their physical development.
Despite some uncertainty about the validity of the instrument used,
Mussen and Jones (1957) claimed to have discovered a relationship
between negative self-concept and retarded physical development.
Smith and Lebs (1956) found a similar link between sexual development and self-esteem.
Rehabilitation of a sick or disabled person seemed to require
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adjustments in self-concept for the disablement itself appeared to be
related to changes in the way the person saw himself.

Rose writes

If the change results in a negative conception of self,
the individual becomes neurotic in the sense that he is
unable to engage in effective action leading to his rehabilitation. If his conception of self remains positive. yet he
realistically accepts the physical deterioration. the individual
is able to undertake the rigorous and often painful rehabilitation program, even when he knows he will never be whole
again (p. 3 72 I.

Disablement can have severe effects on a person's ability to
care for himself.

He may have little control over who visits him,

his own privacy may be constantly violated, his movements may be
severe~y

restricted.

He can no longer control himself and his social

relationships, i.e .• his adjustment of self is limited by conditions
outside his control.

In modern societies the body has high social

value, its disablement. impairment or debilitation may be at some
cost to the individual's identity.

A person who suffers deep physical

trauma may experience shame and worthlessness and may need to
satisfy his need for self-esteem and social status in other ways.
All of this depends upon his original conception of self.

A person

who has low regard for his physical appearance will be less affected
by disablement than a person who has an image highly dependent on
physical appearance.
In summary, then. disablement and illness may affect the

way a person sees himself; the process of rehabilitation revolves
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about self-concept for self-attitudes now have to be adapted to a new

role in society.
In studying the relationship between adjustment and self-concept, Wylie (1961) concludes, on the basis of 19 studies:

In nine studies, diagnosed neurotics and/or mixed
patient groups showed significantly lower self-regard than
did normal, nonpatient (or medical patient) subjects . . • •
On the other hand, varying results have been obtained
in comparisons between psychotics and normal persons.
Two investigators have reported finding lower self-regard
scores among psychotic patients than among normal
[subjects] • • . ; and one [experimenter] has obtained a
now significant trend for paranoid schizophrenic [subjects]
to have lower self-regard, Three investigators reported
no significant difference between psychotics and normal
controls. In contrast to the first six investigations, a
seventh study reports significantly higher self-regard
among paranoid schizophrenics than among normal
[subjects] (p. 216).

Academic achievement and self-concept have been shown to
have a significant and persistent relationship.

Bledsoe (1967) con-

sidered the self-concepts of fourth and sixth grade children.

He

concluded that there were significant relationships between the
achievement of the boys and their self-concept but not the girls.
Coopersmith (1967) verified these results but found the relationship
held for both boys and girls.

Brookover, Paterson and Thomas

(1965) showed an association between self-concept and academic
achievement at each grade level for both boys and girls.

Fink

(1962) studied ninth grade students and found that achievers were
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rated by independent observers much higher in the adequacy of their
self-concepts than underachievers.

These findings were supported by

research conducted by Combs (1963) and Durr and Schmatz (1964).

One

researcher~

Lamy (1965L suggested a causal relationship

between self-perceptions and the individual's world view on the one
hand and reading achievement on the other.

Wattenberg and Clifford

(1964) successfully predicted reading achievement in the second
grade for children whose self-concepts were obtained at kindergarten
level.

Similarly, Keefer (1966) found that college students' self-

predictions of success were more reliable than high school grades.
Self-concept affects performance but it has also been suggested
that the relationship can follow the other direction.

Thus, when

Gibby and Gibby (1967) told bright seventh grade children they had

failed a previous test, they achieved significantly lower results than
bright children who had not received this false information.

Other

studies confirmed the relationship between success and failure on
the one hand and self-concept on the other (Cohen & Cohen 1970).
Higgins (1962) discovered significant differences between the
much lower self-concepts of mentally retarded children when compared with children of a normal school.
supported by Piers and Harris (1964).

This conclusion was also
Differences in self-concept

also emerged when divergent and convergent thinkers were compared
(Hudson 1968).
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Hudson (1969) found significant differences in the way art
students saw themselves when compared to science students: science
students saw themselves unimaginative and unexciting. art students
contrasted by seeing themselves as imaginative and warm.
Netch (1975) found significant differences in self-concept
when comparing dropouts with students in school.
Self-concept has been shown to be affected by teaching
methods. consistent failure and curriculum content that was too
difficult for the students to cope with (Lunn 1970).

The same

research also revealed that children who were considered to be of
average ability were affected in their academic self-image by
whether the teacher favored streaming or not.

Other factors

influencing self-image were transferring between streams or schools
(Ferri 1971). change from coeducational to single sex schools
(Campbell 1969), overemphasis on academic results. and teachers'
attitudes (Staines 1958).
There was some evidence that educational programs can and
do effect teachers' self-concepts.

Quinn (1976) found that the

Achievement Motivation Program changed the self-concepts of staff
members in a positive direction and concluded that the program was
a potent catalyst for change and that its potential in affecting any
type of positive desirable change was unlimited if properly facilitated and implemented.

Feigelson (1974), using the same program,
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found that student teachers' self-perceptions as teachers changed
significantly.

The Achievement Motivation Program was even more

effective when used by a facilitator who had an ongoing relationship
with the group.
The Achievement Motivation Program was also used in Coon's
(1976) study.

Doctoral students in Educational Administration were

exposed to academic program planning and educational leadership
skill development as well.

In this study. the experimental group

did not exhibit significant differences in self-concept.

This was

found to be not surprising. however, as the experimental and control
groups were initially comparable to a norm group characterized as
high in personality integration.

There were significant differences

from pre to post tests for the experimental group in certain leadership skills: overall leadership. leadership style. problem solving,
group facilitation, group process and communication.
The leaders in the present study were not emergent or elective leaders. they became leaders by vocational choice.

It there-

fore seems appropriate to consider the links between vocational
choice. career and self-concept.
Super (1951) identified self-concept development and vocationa! self-actualization as essential to a theory of Vocational development,
In expressing a vocational preference, a person puts
into occupational terminology his idea of the kind of person
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he is; that in entering an occupation, he seeks to implement a concept of himself; that in getting established in
an occupation he achieves self actualization. The occupation thus makes possible the playing of a role appropriate
to the self-concept.(p. 2),
Super's idea underlines the congruence between self-concept
and vocational choice.

Whilst other studies confirm this, Wheeler

and Carnes (1968) investigated ''whether the individual intends to use

his vocational choice as a means of becoming the kind of person he
wants to be (his ideal self), and of promoting his values and reaching his goals 11 (p. 273}.

Their findings go beyond Super's position

in that they report vocational choice may be a means of self-actualization or development towards the ideal self.

Therefore, it is not

surprising that vocational expectations are not always congruent
with the actual or achievable ideal self.
James (1965) reports that there is
The possibility that the individual may have to change
his concept of himself and of his occupational role before
he can achieve a satisfactory degree of congruence between
the two roles, that is, before he can successfully implement his self concept (p. 311).
James, on the basis of his research, concluded that discrepancies between self -concept and the newly conceived identity will
motivate toward attitude change and congruity.

The success with

which the individual assumes his chosen identity may, in fact,
depend upon the degree to which he is able Lo reduce the discrepancy
between self and occupational concepts to a tolerable level.
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The discussion so far has aimed to demonstrate that any
explanation of behavior in general must take into account self-concept.

The following section will show that despite the importance

of self-concept, it has suffered an almost entire neglect by
researchers of leadership and community leadership despite the
insistence of some writers that the link between self-concept and
leadership is an obvious and important one,
There is a constantly recurring question in the literature on
leadership: what are the necessary attributes of a leader? This
concern was also shown in the literature on community leadership.

At its most general level, it was related to the selection, education
and performance of community leaders.

The more specific question

which will be considered in this study is how important is self-concept in the development of leadership?
A consideration of the findings in the literature on leadership
revealed that "leading on a sustained basis requires intelligence,
broad interests and abilities. communication and human skills.
authenticity. a preferred outcome. drive, and administrative ability 11
(Boles 1975:275).

This was not an exhaustive list. however, as the

same writers. when discussing the indicators of successful leadership, cite self-concept as being important.
The present writers believe that the core of feelings and
attitudes about one's self in great measure guides and
directs that person's behavior. There is the further belief
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that desirable leader personality cannot be developed unless
there is an adequate and stable development of the self-concept, and a leader's success is thought to be directly related
to his or her sell-concept (p. 276).
Though the authors asserted a belief in the importance of the
self-concept in leadership, there was little study of the relationship.
There was one study providing peripheral evidence of a relationship
between self-concept and leadership.

Managers, for example, rated

the need for self-actualization as more important when compared to
hourly workers and first line supervisors (Stogdill 1974).
11

Further.

inner directed behavior" (which includes self-confidence), was

stressed more by more effective than by less effective managers,
the latter group tended to stress outer-directed behavior (cooperativeness, tactfulness, etc.).

Ego involvement also emerged as an

indicator of success (Stogdill 1974:216).
There was also a strong suggestion of a relationship between
leadership and self-concept in this statement by Gibb (1960):
People must be led. People perform best under leaders
who see themselves as creative and aggressive--under
leaders who lead. It is the responsibility of the leader to
marshall the forces of the organization, to stimulate effort,
to capture the imagination, to inspire people, to coordinate
efforts, and to serve as a model for sustained effort (p. 116).
But despite the insistence of writers that there was a strong relationship between self-concept and leadership, there was no research
evidence of the existence and nature of the relationship.
The need for research has been emphasized several times.
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Thomas (1970) wrote,

''There would also appear to be a need for

continuing research . . . in the following areas.

The self-concept

would seem an important variable in the sociometric variable of
leadershipn (p.21).

Despite this recommendation, little has been

done.
There were some indications of the link between self-concept
and leadership in research investigating temporary, assumed leadership in an artificial situation.

In Gebel's (1954) study, girls were

rated as either emerged leaders or non-leaders in initially leader-

less groups.

When measured according to the Conceptual Matrix

Method, leaders were found to have more positive attitudes toward

themselves when compared to non-leaders.

They also perceived

their world more positively and saw the effect of others upon them
in more positive terms.
Muss en and Porter (1959) looked at emergent leadership in
initially leaderless groups of male college students.

Significantly

more of the leaders showed high schores on feelings of adequacy
(self-confidence) and significantly fewer of the leaders showed high
scores on negativity of self-concept.
There was very little published research relating the leadership of community educators to self-concept.

There was certainly

an intensive analysis of the qualities of community education
leaders. their training, their abilities and necessary skills and
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competencies but none of this related to self-concept.
Furthermore, self-concept has been very much neglected in
discussions of training and education of community educators.

A

recent survey and assessment (Watt 1975) of 62 community education
regional and cooperating centers, most of which operated on-campus

academic degree programs at the master 1s, specialist and doctoral
levels. enumerated the characteristics of the programs,

There was

a heavy emphasis on academics and the simple adoption of tradi-

tional programs.

Course work typically consisted of the study of

the history, philosophy and theoretical frameworks of community
education, research methods, curriculum and instruction and theories
of organization.

On the other

hand~

the study noted a very light

emphasis on the individual student's life experiences.

Discussions

of a person's life experiences conceivably could have provided a
basis for an analysis of his or her self-concept.

The strongest move

toward recognizing the importance of self-concept was the internship
which was aimed to develop personal as well as professional skills.
Again, this could have led to understandings of how people see
themselves but even here there were severe limitations .for. although
the center directors believed the internship to be one of the most
important aspects of the degree, students were exposed to only two
to six credit hours in the master's program and two to nine in the
doctoral program.

In any event there was no recognition of the
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relevance or lndeed existence of the self-concept.
The Tri-Dimensional Concept of Educational Administration
upon which Weaver {1972) based his model for community leadership
offered a promising basis for the recognition of the importance of

self-concept.

The role of leader is depicted as consisting of three

components: (1) the leader 1s job, (2) the man he is, and (3) the
social setting in which he functions.

is relevant here.

It is the second category which

Certain capacities of body, mind, emotions, and

spirit are brought to the job.

This perspective does recognize

individual differences and potentialities.
It can be concluded from this imbalance, together with the
absence of human relations courses, that self-concept has not
normally been treated as an integral part of the curriculum developed for the training and education of community leaders.
The objectives of the programs further underline the neglect.
Emphasis in recent years has been upon the necessary competencies
and skills of community leaders rather than the self-competence the
individual student has developed.

Furthermore, the so-called neces-

sary competencies are mostly of an administrative nature and typically inCLude finance administration, program administration, organizational development, community assessment, the social and psychological elements of communities, accountability and finally, the
development of goals and objectives (Watts 1975),

Kliminski (1974)
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argued for a broadening of these skill areas to include interpersonal
relations

skills~

but this still does not mean that the individual's

self-concept will be considered.

What may be needed is a new orien-

tation toward the education of community leaders.
There is one very clear reason why self-concept has been
neglected in the education of community leaders.

It can be argued

that the traditional division of necessary skills into conceptual,
human, and technical militates against the clear recognition of the
importance of self-concept.

This tripartite breakdown is used to

generate courses and experiences for the student's program.

At

first sight. the area of human skills might offer a recognition of the
importance of the student 1s view of himself, his needs, his strengths
and his weaknesses.

However, when Katz 1 s (1955) use of the term is

considered, it is obvious that this possibility will not be realized
for, according to Katz, human skill is evidenced by the way the
individual sees the perceptions of others (superiors, peers. and
subordinates) and how he behaves as a result.

What is lacking here

is any emphasis upon how the individual sees himself.
If self-concept is important to the understanding of leadership

it would be expected that the selection and education of community
education students would take this factor into account.
Self-concept may be an important variable on entry to the
program.

Weaver (1976) has suggested that:
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Certain personal requisites to success in Community Education and certain skills required of the community educator
are not easily developed during the training process and
should, therefore. be present when the person enters the
program. Efforts should be made to screen for those personal requisites and skills when the trainee enters the
program (p. 33).
Kerensky and Melby's (1971) study suggested personal characteristics considered desirable for incoming trainees.

Three areas

in which potential trainees should be screened are particularly relevant to the present study:

1.

They should have vision.

2.

They should have faith in people's ability to grow.

3.

They should be optimistic.

The competent self is comprised of a self-concept which
prizes the ability to be able to change one's self and one 1s situation.
Kerensky and Melby's (1971) characteristics clearly follow a similar
set of assumptions.

Despite these beginnings, the selection of

students for community leadership is far from reaching a final
defensible stage.

Niles (1974) drew attention to Van Voorhees' ex-

pressed dissatisfaction with the selection of students for community
education programs:
It behooves the trainers at N.C. C. E. to develop a
method for the selection of the ultimate best 11 community
educators. The selection on the basis of potential university success, past experiences in community education, or
other single criterion previously used by different selectors,
has not proven adequate. We need a better system (p. 5).
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Accountability is making this concern even more pressing.
Crosby (1965) reported discontent among the citizens of a number
of inner-city Flint (Michigan) schools and attributed the problem to
the way directors were selected and trained.
The lack of concern is reflected in research completed,

A

recent study (Cwik et al. 1975) was able to discover only four doctoral dissertations relating to the training of community school
directors,
Here again self-concept was neglected.

Two of the disserta-

tions dealt only with curriculum content (Berridge 1969, Ederle 1970).
Johnson's (1973) training model, whilst including training components
(based on the director's needs in fulfilling his role). functions, com-

petencies, training components, delivery agencies and methods of
instruction, failed to include any reference to the student's perceptions of his own strengths and weaknesses,
If the self-concept is indeed important in the development of

leadership one would expect to find it discussed in doctoral research
relating to the education of community educators.
There is an obvious disparity between the assertion that selfconcept plays an important part in the success of leaders and the
amount of research that has been conducted so far in the application
of the concept to the education of leaders.
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Rationale for the Study
The present investigation was directed toward a number of

very practical issues.
1.

If a positive self-image is an important and critical factor
in determining the success of community leaders, recruitment of students should focus on this as well as on academic achievement, background or professional experience.

2.

If self-image is central to an understanding of which
students will succeed and which will not, programs and
courses should concentrate on establishing and building a
self-concept that is enduring and appropriate to high
satisfaction and achievement.

3.

Training in specific skills (the equipment of competence)
may need to be related to the individual's image of
himself.

4,

We need to know the relationship between the equipment
for competence and a positive self-image.

How important

is the learning of critical skills in developing a positive
self-image? It is probably

of~

need to know how irhportant.

importance but we

Can an individual with few

critical skills but a very strong self-image succeed?

Is

it possible that the attractiveness of that strong self-con-
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cept can draw people's support and so compensate for
the lack of critical skills?
5.

The study should provide suggestions for how we can
monitor a student's progress from induction through to
graduation and in-service programming.
wrote,

11

Charnovsky

We must provide the structure for students to

explore their world, to discover for themselves the
knowledge they seek, to become aware of their own selfmade discovery, and to grow in power through this awareness 11 (p. 248),

6.

The study could have obvious implications for the selection of students before they enter the program,

Though

the dissertation is not directed specifically toward the
issue, it may draw attention to the importance of selfimage of students upon entry to a program and this way
warrant follow-up research.
It is important to determine relationships between competence

and educational factors.

Were skills acquired before educational pro-

grams, during them. or in professional experience after them?
How important were each of these three stages of professional
life in providing critical competencies? 1t was suggested in the
literature (Edgar 1974) that programs that give a student an opportunity to build on his own strengths and develop an improvement
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in his weaknesses would enhance a positive self-concept.

It is im-

portant to know first whether the program at Western Michigan
University does cater for the student's individual strengths and
weaknesses and second to determine whether this is related to

positive self-concept.
In summary, then. there were three themes running through
the study.

1.

The nature of the self-concept of the graduates.

2.

The development and sources of skills.

(1. and 2. taken together form the competent self)

3,

The implications of 1. and 2. for the education and training of community education leaders.

Assumptions and Limitations of the Study
There were numerous aspects of self-concept that could have
been considered in the study, the two most relevant were first, that
part of the self derived from others' perceptions of the individual.
The development of the self takes place in a social setting and in
interaction with others.
this conclusively.

The literature review will demonstrate

Thus, in the present sociologically oriented

study, it was considered important to collect data relevant to selfesteem based on the respect of others, i.e., the social self. to be
able to answer the question: To what extent was the development of
the self related to the perceptions of others? If this was to emerge
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as an important factor, professional relationships might be central
to the cultivation of a positive self-concept.
The other dimension which was central to the entire study was
that aspect of the self that indicates the predisposition to being able to
change one's self and one's situation.

The discussion of Brewster

Smith's notion of the competent self has illustrated the centrality
and importance of this concept.
The Self-Actualization Instrument (Reddin 1975) was used to
measure the two factors enumerated above.

The first dimension is

exemplified by Factor D, the second by Factor F.
Factor D, Respect, concerns unfulfilled needs related to
obtaining self-respect and the esteem of others.

It contains such

items as:
1.

I wish more people thought highly of me.

2.

I wish that I got more recognition for the good things I do.

3.

I wish that I associated with more community leaders.

Factor F relates to unfulfilled needs concerned with attaining
self-fulfillment.
1.

It contains such items as:

I wish I could realize my full potential.

2.

I wish I could achieve more of my personal goals.

3.

I wish I could accomplish what I know I can.

4.

I wish I could do more about the physical conditions of
work.
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These four items relate closely to Brewster Smith's idea of
the competent self which hinges on the basic notion of the individual
having a sense of power over himself and his destiny and therefore
being able to change both himself and his circumstances.

It was

further assumed that only current self-concept would be measured.
The methodological difficulties of using an objective instrument to
measure self-concept in the past are apparent and no such instrument
was available.
The skills section of the questionnaire (to assess equipment
for competence. i.e •• skills and competencies) was based on the
work of the Southwest Regional Center for Community Education
Development at Arizona State University (Miller 1976-1977).

Neces-

sary competencies for community education were identified by using
the Quandrant Assessment Model (Q. A.M.),

Groups of practitioners

in workshops were used to generate information about the importance
of particular competencies for a particular position in community
education where and at what point of time the competency can best
be attained and the degree to which the competency should be
mastered.
Once again, limitations to the study were indicated, for the
listing of skills recognized as relevant to the field of community education is formidable.

The selection of skills was made on the basis

of their appearing on the lists for each one of the positions filled by
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community education graduates: university professor, superintendent,
community education coordinator and state department officer.

The

skills common to each of these positions were evaluation, needs
assessment, research, communication, financial matters and policy
development,

To determine whether the graduates attained the skills

before, during. or after the doctoral programs, in other words, to

gain some insight into the sources of skills, the survey population
was asked to indicate the skill level in each skill before and after the
program and also its current level.

To gain some indication of the

expectations students had regarding skill level at the end of the
program, the anticipated skill level on graduation was called for.
Thus it was assumed that it was possible to determine skill
levels in the six critical skill areas before students entered the
program, their anticipated skill level on graduation, their actual
skill level on graduation and their current skill level by asking graduates to rate their skHl levels.

This would provide information on

the sources of the skills.
These four aspects of skill level were taken to determine when
the skills were acquired.

Because only the current self-concept could

be measured. it was the current skill level that was of most importance in the present study.
Limitations on the application of the research to a broader
context are apparent.

Because the population consisted of the
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graduate students in community education at Western Michigan University, generalizations beyond this group would be impossible,
however, important clues to relationships involving self-concept in
other populations may be provided.
It was considered integral to the study to determine the relationship between the two components of the competent self: selfimage (both self-esteeni. and power over one's self and situation)
and the possession of skills.
Finally, the educational aspects of the study were incorporated.

The basic question emerged as: What was the relationship

between the development of self-concept and the degree to which
the program allows the students to build strengths and eliminate
weaknesses.

The work of Edgar (1974) and Weaver (1976) and others

will be used to show the relevance of this.
Because the study was part of an evaluation of Western
Michigan University's Community Education Development Center,
only graduates from the Center were included in the population.

Research Questions to be Answered
la.

Was self-image of leaders based on the Self-actualization
lnstrument 1 s Factor D (self-esteem) higher than the
norm?

lb.

Was self-image of leaders based on the Self-actualization
Instrument's Factor F (power over one 1s self and one 1 s
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situation) higher than the norm?
2a.

What was the skill level before entering the program in:
I.
II.

research

IV.

communication

V.

II,
III,

IV.

v.
VI.

policy development

evaluation

needs assessment
research
communication

financial matters, and
policy development

What was the actual skill level on graduation in:

I,
II,
III,

IV.

v.
VI.
2d.

financial matters, and

What was the anticipated skill level on graduation in:
I.

2c.

needs assessment

III.

VI.
2b,

evaluation

evaluation

needs assessment
research
communication

financial matters, and
policy development

What was the current skill level in:
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r.
II.
III.

IV.
V.
VI.

3a.

evaluation

needs assessment
research
communication
financial matters, and
policy development

What was the relationship between self-image as measured by the Self-actualization Instrument 1s Factor D
and perceived current skill level.?

3b.

What was the relationship between self-image as measured by the Self-actualization Instrument's !<actor F
and perceived current skill level?

4a.

To what extent did the program allow for the individual
student's strengths?

4b.

To what extent did the program allow for the individual
student's weaknesses?

5a.

Was self-image. as measured by Self-actualization Instrument's Factor D (self-esteem). related to the extent to
which the student perceived the program allowing for his
strengths and weaknesses?

5b.

Was self-image, as measured by Self-actualization Instrument1s Factor F (power over one's self and situation)
related to the extent to which the student perceived the
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program allowing for his strengths and weaknesses?

Organization of the Study
This research report is divided into five chapters.

Chapter

I has been used to provide a background to the study; it has specified
the particular problems to be studied, pinpointed important issues,
introduced the central concept of the competent self and detailed

research questions and limitations.

Chapter II deals with the litera-

ture relevant to the study, in particular the development of the self,
the skills, competencies, training and education of community education leaders and competency based education.
Chapter III provides the methodology and research procedures

employed.

The population is described as well as methods of data

analysis, explanations of specific procedures and analytical techniques.

A discussion of the data analysis and statements of findings
for each research question is provided in Chapter IV.

Conclusions, recommendations. and questions for further
research are provided in Chapter V.
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CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

Sociology, the Self, and the Leader
There are numerous complications and difficulties in the

various conceptions of self-concept.

Much of the difficulty with the

competing methodological and theoretical positions stems from the
manifold and diverse traditions which provide present day conceptions.

There are many conflicting ideas on the very notion of self-

concept.

Some writers see it as process, others as object.

Some

(Maslow 1954) see the self dependent on a basic constitutional makeup.

others (Cooley 1909) see it as learned and experientially developed.
The behaviorist position highlights the instrumental rewards and
costs associated with certain acts as critical in explanations of selfdevelopment; the humanists see self emerging as a result of the
dynamic interplay of external and internal forces which are only
apprised intuitively.
The present study is concerned to use sociological analysis
to illuminate the nature of the self-concept within the context of the
education of leaders.
Sociological analysis of leadership has been almost entirely
neglected.

The reason for this is clear: the research on leadership

33
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has been dominated by psychological theories.

The clearest evidence

for this is found in Stogdill's Handbook of Leadership. A Survey of
Theory and Research.

A list of the most widely used periodicals in

the handbook includes 28 psychological journals and only three sociological journals.

Yet it can be strongly argued that sociology has

many contributions to make to the field of leadership and consequently
to the recruitment, education and professional development of leaders.
The point of departure for this study is the writings on social-

ization theory of a number of sociologists including Mead, Cooley,
Goffman, and Berger and Luckmann.
The perspective taken is that leaders are not born but become
leaders as the result of twin forces which have been identified as
process and praxis (Edgar 1974:3).

Process explains the circum-

stantial drift that occurs as an individual moves towards the position
of leader because of a number of objective factors which might
include physical stature, sex, socioeconomic status, parental affiliations and identifications and the particular skills and competencies with
which he is endowed.

Praxis refers to the deliberate actions of the

individual as he decides and chooses between alternative courses of
action.

This implies intentionality and a value based view of an

autonomous human being.

It is the relationship between these objec-

tive and subjective dimensions that provides the particular focus for

this study.
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The starting point for an explication of the two dimensions
lies in the development of the self in its social context.

There are

a number of interrelated concepts established by the writers of the
symbolic interaction tradition which explain this development.

The

process of learning roles whether as leader, parent, child, artist or
criminal is usually referred to in sociology as

11

socialization.

11

Rose

{1962) wrote that socialization is the process of 11 social interaction
by which a person becomes a member of social groups by learning

those groups r cultures and adopting social behavior approved of by

those groups 11 (p. 11).
Wrong (1961) has warned against one possible interpretation
of this definition by pointing out that it can lead to the noversocialized conception of man 11 which views the socialization process as
automatic, predictable and common for each individual.

Wrong

argues that
Socializatfon may mean two quite distinct things; when
they are confused the oversocialized conception of man is
the result. On the one hand socialization means the "transmission of culture, rr the particular culture of the society an
individual enters at birth; on the other hand the term is used
to mean 11 the process of becoming human 11 in acquiring uniquely
human attributes from interaction with others. All men are
socialized in the latter sense, but this does not mean they
have been completely moulded by the particular norms and
values of their culture (p. 186).
The symbolic interactionists guard against the oversocialized
conception of man by pointing out that the meanings attached to particular symbols will vary from one individual to another.

For
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example, one child might view school as the place where his particular joy lies in solitary play on the gymnastic equipment at break,
another might come to view school as the place where good friendships are made and fostered, and to another it may mean the place
where the necessary skills for successful employment are learned.
Each of these differing definitions is valid to the particular individual

and will have important consequences for his behavior.
Although each individual experiences his symbolic world in a
unique way, the social interaction theorists recognize the importance
of shared and agreed upon meanings for the purposes of comrnunica-

tion; they conclude there are common processes at work as well.
It is within this setting of the unique and shared experiences
of individuals that the development of the self takes place and which
provides the two dimensions with which this study is concerned.
By successful socialization we mean the establishment of
a high degree of symmetry between objective and subjective
reality (as well as identity, of course). Conversely, unsuccessful socialization is to be understood in terms of asymmetry between objective and subjective reality (Thompson &
Tunstall 1971:559).
Berger and Luckmann (1966) refer to objective reality as the
social institutions which make up society and which the individual
cannot change.

Subjective reality is the Lndividual 1s own particular

interpretation, judgments, evaluations and formulations of these
social configurations.
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As the self develops the individual is contantly having to assess
subjective and objective reality against one another,
certain things about the self.

This assumes

Following Mead (1934), the self has

four characteristics: it is cognitive, socially influenced, reflexive.
and subject to change.

These four characteristics require a more

detailed analysis as they help provide an underpinning for later analy-

sis.
Mead (1934) saw the essence of the self as cognitive.

nit lies

in the internalized conversation of gestures which constitutes thinking
or in terms of which thought or reflection proceeds.

And hence the

origin and foundations of the self, like those of thinking, are social 11
(quoted in Thompson & Tunstall 1971 :155).
Mead (1934) also indicates the importance of the context of
the development of the self.
The individual possesses a self only in relation to the
selves of the other members of his social group; and the
structure of his self expresses or reflects the general
behavior pattern of this social group to which he belongs,
just as does the structure of every other individual belonging to the social group (quoted in Thompson & Tunstall
1971:155).
The self, then, for Mead arises in social experience, it is essentially
a social structure.
Thirdly, Mead emphasizes the self as being reflexive, that is,
the self is an object to itself.
being can be

11

This simply means that the human

the object of his own actions.

He can act toward
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himself as he might act toward othersH (quoted in Thompson & Tunstall
1971:155),

It is this capacity for reflection which allows the .self to

change, and it is always changing and developing in Mead's view.
This requires adjustments to the self throughout life and, in particular,
in times of crisis (Rose 1962:526-535).

Mead's major theoretical understanding of the self rests on
the notion of stages of socialization,

For example,

11

Primary social-

ization is the first socialization an individual undergoes in childhood,
through which he becomes a member of society'' (Berger & Luckrnann
1966:61),

Because it is the first contact with the world, Mead con-

siders it may have important consequences for later life but the
emphasis is on the development of an awareness of self.
The development of the reflexive nature of the self is particularly relevant to the present study and deserves detailed consideration within the context of Mead's stages of development.

Mead (1934)

sees the development of the self as a continuing process which can be
divided into three analytically distinct stages.

The preparatory stage

occurs after the initial three or four months of physical development
by which time the child begins to perceive his world independently of
his need to get food.

He becomes more and more aware of other

people and simple expectations begin to form.
respond to the smile of his mother.
begins.

For example, he will

Soon after language, interaction

The incoherent babblings become refined as the child
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internalizes the symbolism of the adult world.

By internalizing these

symbols and their meanings, the child internalizes his parents'
definitions of objects and their definitions of his own behavior.

In

doing so he is aware of others but not yet of himself.
In primary socialization there is no problem of identification. There is no choice of significant others. Society
presents the candidate for socialization with a predefined
set of significant others, whom he must accept as such
with no possibility of opting for another arrangement (Berger
& Luckmann 1966:154).
In this, the child is exposed without choice to the definitions

of the objects of his world.

The context of the learning of meanings

has important consequences for the development of the self:
child knows
1

1

other selves before he knows his own.

11

The

It is out of his

responses to others that his 'consciousness of self' arises, together
with appropriate verbal symbols for naming it 11 (Bain 1936:740).
The precedence of the consciousness of others over that of
himself is graphically presented by Cooley (1902) as the looking
glass self:
The process by which self-feeling of the looking glass
sort develops in children may be followed without much
difficulty. Studying the movement of others as closely as
they do they soon see a connection between their acts and
changes in those movements; that is, they perceive their
own influence or power over persons. The child appropriates the visible actions of his parents or nurse, over
which he finds he has some control, in quite the same way
as he appropriates one of his own members as a plaything,
and will try to do things with his new possession, just as
he will with his hand or his rattle (p. 56).
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It is by controlling the world around that the child first

became conscious of his own self.
ary socialization.

This begins the process of second-

It is the reflexive character of the self in which

Mead is most interested; the child now had the capacity not only to
influence and affect others, he can also consider and change his own
behavior.
This is developed more clearly in the play stage in which
children play at certain roles. mothers and fathers for example, and
learns to appraise their performance according to the responses of
others.

Invariably the child would distinguish the roles he wished to

play according to the importance he attached to the multitude of roles
available to him.

The term nsignificant others 11 is used to identify

the particular roles the child seeks to play.

In the final stage. the

game stage. the individual takes on in real life the roles he chooses.
These might be family roles, occupational roles. recreational roles
and so on.

It is through an amalgamation of a complex of roles that

the individual developed an identity.

Identity, according to the sym-

bolic interactionists. develops through social experiences.

It

follows that as the person's social world changes. so too does his
identity.

As Rose (1962) says. "Identity is intrinsically associated

with all the joinings and departures of social life 11 (p. 126).

Of great

importance to the present study is the negotiated nature of the
identity.

This point will be more fully developed in the discussion
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of the competent self.

Suffice it to say for the present that the indi-

vidual interacts and bargains with others about the nature of his
identity.

IL for example. others reject a self-definition which assumes

an individual possesses great ability, that individual will be forced to
reconsider that view of himself.

Of course. he may continue to have

a firm and unshakeable belief that he is extremely able but this will
have to be maintained in the face of denial by others and to that extent
will constitute a considerable problem.
When the self is fully developed Mead (1934) says it consists of
the

11

1 and the
11

11

Me.

11

These closely linked concepts represent differ-

ent phases in an individual 1s self-awareness.
The 11 I" is the response of the organism to the attitudes of
others; the 11 .i\1e 11 is the organized set of attitudes of others
which one himself assumes. The attitudes of the others
constitute the organized 11 Me. n and then one reacts toward
that as an 11 In (Thompson & Tunstall 1971:156).
The major difference between the two concepts is the creativity
and spontaneity of the

11

!' 1 on the one hand and the organized socially

considered nature of the

11

Me.

11

The rti't was the immediately conscious awareness of the
self in its moment by moment action. judgments and calculation; the 11 Me 11 were those qualities of the self which had
been established as a set of actual qualities. and which were
objective facts continuously borne in upon the judgments of
the"!" (Fletcher 1971:524-525),
Thus the nMe 11 both reflects the attitudes of the community and performs an integrative function as the person becomes a full member of
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society; the

11

111 is the unpredictable spontaneous aspect of the self.

An example will make the difference clear.

An individual may

have the socially condoned quality of being hardworking.
acteristic, part of his

11

Me,

11

This char-

makes him an acceptable member of the

community; it reflects a dominant, socially ordained virtue.

At any

one point of time the individual may spontaneously reject this charac-

teristic. A sudden determination to take a day off from work is a
reflection of the I.

Despite criticism (Kolb 1944:294), the distinction

remains useful for present purposes for it helps to distinguish between parts of the self which are differentially affected by social
forces.

Thus it can be related to the earlier distinction made between

objective and subjective reality.

The relationship becomes clear in

this comment:
J.Vlead argued the becoming aware of the self as an
object involved a certain differentiation within the "self. 11
It involved, on the one hand, the "laying down of memories, 11
of stored "records" of the judgments, expectations, evaluations of others within particular social situations, This
"deposit" of memories--which was really an "objective"
picture of the qualities of the "self" formulated by the
reflection of "others "--was the "me" of which the immediate self-consciousness of the individual (the "I") was
aware, and which formed a baSic "datum" (so to speak} in
its assumptions, calculations, actions, just as did its
pictures of the world and of society (Fletcher 1971 :524),
Close analysis of the "I"/"Me 11 distinction will reveal some
problems associated with the "I" which can be shown not to be
entirely impervious to the influence of social forces.

Perhaps the
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most useful way to deal with this difficulty is to see the difference as
one of degree rather than totally different entities.

A feature of the overriding importance not touched on as yet
is the continual process of self-definition that goes on in each new
situation.

People negotiate those parts of the self with those indivi-

duals with whom they are interacting.

not proceed successfully until the

11

Interaction with another can-

shared self 11 has been negotiated.

As the individual enters a new occupational setting. for example, he
will strive to lodge those aspects of the self he values most with his
co-workers. superiors and so on.

If he fails to convince them of

the validity or worth of those aspects of the self, he may be encouraged to leave and seek a new occupational setting,

This perspective

has considerable consequences for the development of community
leaders,
Competence is an important part of the socialization process.
The child is faced with the continual challenge of gaining the minimum
skills necessary to take roles and thereby become a full member of
society.

It is the integration of these multiple roles which has con-

sequences for the overall competence of the individual.
Along with Maslow, this position derives its underpinning from
the work of White (1959, 1960, 1963), whose three influential essays
argued that an individual is intrinsically motivated through the social
feedback he gets from significant others, so he learns the limits of his
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s elfhood.

Each new role he enters presents a new image which has

to be incorporated into the general image of the competent self
(Edgar 1974:9).
It is the interaction of the individual with the circumstances
in which he finds himself that provides the focus for the present study,
i.e •• the subjective evaluations of the objective world,

The subjec-

tive dimension is most clearly represented by the "self-image, n
the ''self-concept" or simply as the

11

Self.

11

The objective dimension

is the outside world, the circumstances in which the individual finds
himself.
It is clear that the equipment for competence is differentially
distributed in society for knowledge itself is socially distributed,
that is, what one knows is largely determined by what class and
social circumstances one is born into.

This difference is best

explained in terms of power.
Power is involved because power implies the ability to
decide who will be given access to how much • • .
knowledge and who will be denied access to certain forms
of role specific knowledge. The problem is thus to understand and explain both the social distribution of knowledge
and its obverse, the social distribution of ignorance
(Edgar 1974:7).
The earlier discussion of the development of the self stressed
the individual 1s capacity to interpret his own world in symbolic
terms,

This further emphasizes the differential distribution of

skills. knowledge and competencies; what one individual comes to
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value may be rejected by another.

This will have consequences

for the skills. knowledge and competencies one individual has as
opposed to another.
The question of the sources or precursors of competence is
critical if educational programs are to plan effectively.

Brewster

Smith, reporting Mead, Cooley and others, suggests that:
Reflective self-awareness depends upon adopting
toward one's own attributes and actions the perspective of
people at large, generalizing across the various particular
role relationships in which one is in communicative interaction. From this vantage point development of the self
depends upon an ever-widening and more complexly organized set of role relationships in which the child is involved,
starting with the mother child pair, extending to the more
complicated role system of the immediate family and,
beginhing with the school years, broadening to include the
peer group, extra familial adult authorities, and progressively, the entire complex structure of society at large as
the individual is related to it, As the 11 generalized other 11
whose perspective the child adopts becomes progressively
more generalized, his reflected view of himself becomes
more 11 objective 11 --less dependent upon the contingencies
of particular role relationships--at the same time that he
becomes equipped with the role repertory to participate
effectively in the full range of social life (Brewster Smith
1968:351).
Labeling is a useful concept which helps to tie together much
of what has preceded: the social self, significant others, self-asprocess and so on,
11

depressive

11

Coffman (1968) argues that the labels

11

mad,

11

and others and the treatment meted out to the inmates

of prisons and mental hospitals can alter the identity of the labeled
person.

Goffman's work is based on the premise that our identities
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are very precarious and vulnerable depending as they do upon the
ongoing daily interactions with others which reaffirm the self-concept.
The definition and assessment of others and others 1 definition
and assessment of ourselves depends upon the confirmation of significant others and these confirmations tend to be centered upon generally
agreed upon labels such as father, son. professor, student, employee.
and so on.

Various statuses attach to these labels and a whole range

of accompanying expectations of how such a person will typically act.
The actual act of labeling can simply predict sets of expectations
about a person which may or may not be congruent with that person's
actual behavior.

On the other hand, the labels can affect behavior.

Merton (1956) has described this as the self-fulfilling prophecy and
finds it particularly applicable to statuses such as mentally r·etarded.
delinquent. and homosexual.

Once a person's behavior has been

defined or interpreted in a particular way. these labels can be made
to fit most people and if the labeler has significance to the person
being labeled. it is quite conceivable (and empirically demonstrable)
that the label will stick and have consequences for how the individual
will see himself and ultimately form his behavior.

In particular

then,

judges. policemen, teachers. ministers. and similar others can and
do affect the futures of the people they deal with.

Once the label is

given a situation is created in which the person is treated in such a
way as the appropriateness of the definition is supported and the
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the individual's own self-definition is altered sometimes in radically
different ways.

The longer the ndeviantn is labeled, the less like-

lihood there will be that he will, say as criminal or drug addict, be

able to shrug off the social consequences of having been labeled.
Young (1971) noted:

The further the drug-taker evolves deviant norms, the
less chance there is of his re-entering the wider society .
One he is out of the system and labeled by the system in
this manner, it is very difficult for the penitent deviant to
re-enter it especially at the level of jobs previously open
to him. There is a point therefore beyond which an ossification of deviance can be said to occur (pp. 45-46).
The full implications of this discussion on labeling appear in
Chapter V of the present study.
On the basis of the analysis of the self by the symbolic interactionists, the following conclusions related to the nature of the self
can be drawn.
Development takes place as a result of the interaction of
both objective and subjective factors.

The intentions and interpre-

tations of the individual play an important part in the inter-active
process which is far from being predictable and automatic.

Sue-

cessful socialization is indicated by symmetry between objective
and subjective dimensions of the self.

An individual who objec-

tively possesses certain competencies will recognize and use them.
The self is cognitive, socially influenced, reflexive and subject to
change.

The social development of the self occurs in three stages:

preparatory. primary and secondary.

The adult roles are learned
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in the secondary stage.

The responses of others are reflected in the

individual's own behavior.

The individual negotiates an identity

through interaction with others.

IV'Iead refers to the conceptually

different (subjective and objective) parts of the self as the

1 and the

11 11

"Me,11
To draw these pieces together and make them relevant to the

present study, the concept of

11

career 11 is useful.

The opportunities

open to the individual is the objective aspect of his career.

These

will depend upon socioeconomic status. health, intelligence and so on.
The subjective aspect of career is defined as adjustments of self-conception required as the individual adopts new identities when he moves
through the various stages of his career.
In the case of the leader. physical attributes. health, capacity
to follow through. the prestige of family and so on appear as the
objective part of his career.

The constantly changing definitions of

self to keep in symmetry with the objective factors appear as the
subjective dimension.
Thus the individual may have all of the objective advantages
of becoming a leader but these will not be realized unless he is able
to adjust his self-concept in a positive way to the gradual development toward a position of leadership.

Self-concept and Behavior
Chapter I argued the importance of self-concept in explaining
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learning. achievement and behavior in general.

This section will

review further literature in order to establish an over\vhelming case
for the centrality of self-concept in understanding human behavior.
Thomas et al. (1969) set out to modify students' self-concept
in order to determine whether school performance would be affected.
By working with the parents of low-achieving students. the researchers
were able to significantly raise the self-concept of the ability of the
students,

By helping parents define their children's self-view in

positive terms. the childrens' own self-concept changed positively.
In this experiment the critical factor was the source of the altered
definitions.

When a counselor or expert teacher provided positive

evaluation, self-evaluation was not influenced.

Again, more decisive

changes in self-concept could be achieved in the earlier years: ninth
graders were less influenced than third graders.
Erickson (1975) was concerned to test the assumption that the
stigmatized, negative aspect of being deaf had consequences for selfconcept and ultimately for the career patterns of deaf people.

Back-

ground knowledge to Erickson 1s area of research indicated that a
very high percentage of deaf people were found in occupations which
were below their capabilities.

In fact, even though special programs

had been established to provide a variety of occupations for the deaf,
it was discovered that deaf people were not taking advantage of them,
There were also suggestions that in the case of near-deaf populations,
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self-concept had emerged as a limiting factor; positive self-concept
was a necessary but not sufficient condition for corresponding behavioral ability level.

Erickson firstly gathered data on the profile of

self-concept of ability from the deaf individual 1s school years and
then compared the profiles with career development as adults.

Three

antecedent variables were considered in order to provide further

insights into the findings.

These were: whether or not the deaf

child 1s parents were deaf, whether or not the child attended a school
for the deaf and, finally, the kinds of communication skills emphasized

by the school, in particular whether oral or manual communication
was emphasized.

Related findings supported the major premise that

negative self-concept limited aspiration and success in vocation.
Vukovich (1976) discovered that there was an interactive
effect between self-concept and supervision style.

Thus, teachers

with low self-concepts responded better and achieved better results
with indirect supervision (i.e., criticism of a videotape of the
lesson), whereas high self-concept teachers were better suited to
direct supervision (i.e., instant classroom feedback on the lesson).
Bikson (1977) investigated the effects of being able to choose
from multiple educational program options on self-concept and concluded that such a choice lead to individuals feeling closer to their
teachers, more attached to their

pe·~rs

and having a stronger sense

individuality than students who were denied the options.
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The Self and the Education of Community Leaders
There are numerous approaches to educating leaders and a
paucity of research on their effects upon leadership (Farquhar &
Martin 1972).

Of these many approaches, the two of relevance to

the present study emphasized the development of the self and pertinent skills.

The model on which this study was based, the competent

self, took self-concept and skills as its basic structure and considered
the relationship between these two factors.

It drew attention to the

perspective which suggests that the individual must adjust his selfimage to the acquisition of new skills and competencies, to new work
situations and to new career patterns: the interplay of skllls and
self-perception comprises the essential ingredients of the model.
Traditionally. programs tend to emphasize one approach to training: skills. experience, theor,y, conceptualizing, and so on (Uris
1962),

The skills approach to educating leaders owes its origins to

the work of Katz (1955), who argued that it was critical in the development of skills to relate learning to the background and experience
of the individual learner,

Technical skills, for example, could best

be acquired by relating actual experience and practice to theory.
Similarly. whilst psychology, anthropology and sociology could make
an important contribution to the acquisition of human skills, their
internalization would only come from practical training.
The learner's own personal style and interpretation played a
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key role in developing conceptual skills.

On the job observations and

experience were recommended as ways to improve conceptual skills.
The skills approach has continued to win favor in recent years
(Nicholson & Nelson 1972}.

The most relevant factors for the pre-

sent study in the Katz (1955) model is the emphasis on skills and the
recognition that skills must be learned, experienced and displayed
in a way that reflects the individual's uniqueness.

approach will now be developed in some detail.

This latter

It relates closely to

the notion of self-concept.
The importance of the individual's special characteristics and

training is underlined in the Matt Inter-University Leadership Training Program (National Community Education Association 1971} which
directs its primary attention toward providing the intern with the
opportunity to establish an individual, comprehensive community
education philosophy and the technical skills to implement this philosophy.

This is also the function of some university graduate courses

in community education.
Totten (undated} surveyed 26 states. 68 institutions and 115
individuals to determine the role of colleges and universities in
community education.

Items receiving highly favorable endorse-

ment by the entire group included the following:

11

It is highly im-

portant that each student's program of study at the masters' level
be developed individually.

11
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This emphasis on individual needs and interpretations draws
closely to the idea central to the present study: the development of
self.

Feinberg (1965) argued that the organizational intricacies are

such that the individual leader needs to be able to draw on his own
resources in charting his way,

Leaders need to have released their

unique, possibly latent potentialities,

In doing so, the leader needs

to have as much information as possible about himself.
This argument has won strong support from Cantor (1958)
who commented that the quality of the leader's performance depended
upon his learning to use himself.

In all of this, Livingston (1971)

believed that the leader's personality needed to be reflected in the
theories and concepts which he used and the style which he exhibited
in leading.
Individualizing the training and education of community educaters takes its clearest form in programs which cater for and
build around individual student 1s strengths and

weakness~~.:>•

It is also

based on the tacit recognition of the importance of the self-concept as
it is based on the assumption that the individual student will be
involved in the process of pinpointing his strengths and weaknesses.
Weaver 1s (1976) statement draws attention to the importance
of noting strengths and weaknesses of students on entry to the program.
The level of skill development attained by the potential
community educator must be assessed upon entry to the
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training program to ascertain those skills already highly
developed and those requiring further improvement during
the training process.
Inasmuch as training at the graduate level includes
many midcareer leaders, it seems reasonable to assume
that some of them will enter the program with highly
developed skills in certain areas. Therefore, it would be
desirable to determine strengths and weaknesses of those
entering the training program so that efforts can be made
to deal with areas of weakness during the training program
(p. 33).
The present stud_y sought to focus sharply on this aspect of
the program designed to train community leaders.

It was reasoned

that the perceptions of graduates as to whether their individual
strengths and weaknesses had been catered for was of fundamental
importance and would provide most useful information for planning
purposes.

Skills for Community Leadership
There is little agreement as to the particular skills and competences needed in training community educators.
wrote:

11

Ederle (1970)

The study relating to the influence of preparation of com-

munity school directors revealed an apparent lack of accord among
directors at various levels as to what skills and knowledge areas
were important 11 (p. 10).
Weaver (1976). in developing a model for the selection and
training of community educators. wrote:
The future of the Community Education movement in
this country and throughout the world depends primarily
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upon the proper selection and training of those who are to
provide leadership in the field. Yet, to date, there appears
to be no agreement regarding the skills required of the
community educator(p. 1).
Johnson's (1973) model gave a lead to the skill areas relevant
to community education leadership.

He considered the following func-

tions essential to the success of community educators:
1.

Administering

2,

Involving community

3.

Coordinating

4,

Demonstrating leadership

5.

Financing

6.

Managing personnel

7.

Planning

s.

Programming

9.

Relating to the public

10. Recruiting
11.

Surveying. and

12.

Training.

Building on previous work (Ramseyer, Harris, Pond & Wakefield 1955; Becker 1972; Johnson 1973), Weaver (1976) listed the
following functions which infer skills:

1.

Setting goals

2.

Making policy

3.

Determining roles
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4.

Coordinating administrative functions and structure

5.

Appraising effectiveness

6.

Working with community leadership to improve effectiveness

7.

Using the educational resources of the community

B.

Involving people

9.

Communicating

10.

:Managing conflict

11.

Making decisions

12.

Managing change

13.

Innovating

14.

Programming

15, Risk-taking
16.

Leading groups

17.

Listening

18.

Projecting a positive attitude toward job

19.

Coordinating efforts of all community education efforts

20.

Financing

21.

Managing personnel

22.

Recruiting

23.

Surveying, and

24.

Training

His survey lead Weaver (1976) to posit the following training
goals.
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Training Goal I.

To teach the community educator what is
involved in managing and leading, the
possible conflicts between the two roles
and the skills required to manage the
conflict.

Training Goal II.

To develop in the community educator the
management and leadership styles required
in his job.

Training Goal III.

To develop in the community educator the
ability to analyze the elements in the
management of leadership situation and to
select the appropriate style for each
situation.

Training Goal IV.

To develop in the community educator the
technical, human and conceptual skills
required in his job.

Training Goal V.

To screen for and further develop personal
requisites to success as a community
educator.

Training Goal VI.

To develop in the community educator a
know ledge base sufficient to permit
analysis and Critique of his experiences
and observations as they relate to the
theory and practice of community education.

Further skills can be inferred from these training goals.
Basing his work on the Katz (1955) distinction between technical, human and conceptual skills, Klirninski (1974) cited the following

skills:
Technical skills
Create an organizational climate in which all members may
make significant contributions
Function effectively under stress
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Utilize personal influence and authority in goal attainment
Communicate effectively in oral form
Communicate effectively in written form
Listen to others and accurately analyze the message they are
attempting to convey
Assess the community wants and needs
Identify various types of resources within the community
Manage all phases of finance that relate to Community
Education
Promote Community Education programs with all segments
of the community
Set up appropriate programs for all segments of the community
Schedule physical facillties effectively.
Conceptual Skills
Apply research to practical situations involving Community
Education
Be viewed by others as a leader

Evaluate new programs and practices of Community Education and apply them to the community
Deal with different types of people in different situations
Diagnose priority needs of the community and its members
Coordinate efforts of group members to achieve goals
Understand Community Education and be able to convey the
philosophy to others
Take

11

risks 11 in bringing about change
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Develop both long and short-term goals for Community
Education
Make decisions related to the job

Understand the relationship between Community Education
and the K -12 program
Provide an opportunity for associates to improve their
professional skills.

Human Skills
Deal with others so as to be perceived as patient, understanding, considerate and courteous
Encourage staff suggestions and criticisms
Delineate clearly the expectations held for members of groups

Maintain a balanced concern for the task at hand and group
morale
Criticize ideas of group members without being perceived as
criticizing the person himself
Take calculated

11

risks 11 in the job

Demonstrate initiative and persistence in goal attainment

Delegate responsibility
Demonstrate indepth knowledge of the field of Community
Education
Maintain personal composure and control in the face of
conflict and frustration
Lead groups comprised of members over whom no real
authority is exercised
Convey empathy and concern for others
Resolve misunderstandings and conflicts between groups/
persons
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Get people to work together
Work with people who have different degrees of authority.
Further clues as to the important skills needed by community
educators were provided by Winters (1972). who found that the following five functions were given top priority by professionals in the field:

1.

Planning and operating programs

2.

Community assessment

3.

Finance

4.

Communication (informational). and

5.

Community involvement.

Major functions identified by the Matt Leadership Program
staff were:
1.

2.

Planning of program

a,

Planning elements of the program (developing, selecting and scheduling)

b.

Organization of new activities (including experimental
programs

c.

Meetings with advisory groups and interviewing key
people in the economics. political and educational
structure of the community

d.

Fact finding and community-needs surveys

Promotion, publicity, interpretation and public relations
a.

Preparation of newspaper and radio publicity

b.

Preparation and distribution of printed and mimeographed announcements

c.

Arranging for promotional radio and television programs
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d. Personal talks before local groups

3.

4.

e.

Appearances on radio and television programs

f.

Acting as discussion leader. moderator, etc., for
other organizations

g.

Preparation and display of exhibits

h.

Planning public meetings on

i.

Interpretation of adult education program to public
school staff

11

open house" affairs

Recruitment and certification of staff

a.

Search for qualified leadership

b.

Interviewing prospective instructors

c.

Procuring teaching certificates

General admission
a.

Financial matters
(1) Preparing payrolls

(2) Approving expenditures
(3) Collection of fees

(4) Preparation of budget
(5) Preparation of claims for state and federal aid

b.

Supplies and equipment
(1) Control of inventory

{2) Selection of instructional materials
(3) Material request approvals
(4) Arrange for printing, repairs and delivery of
materials
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c.

Office management
(1) Supervision of clerical personnel
{2) Maintenance of records and files

d.

Routine operations
(1) Correspondence
(2) Telephone communication
(3) Personal interviews
(4) Preparation of routine reports
(5) Arranging for registration

e.

Special and miscellaneous activities
(1) Review material prepared by staff members

(2) Leadership duties within local program
f.

5.

Participation in local school system staff meetings

Training and supervision of professional staff
a.

Group inservice training sessions

b.

Individual conferences with instructors

c.

Preparation and review of training bulletins and

materials
d.

6.

Visitation of activities

Coordination and cooperation with outside agencies
a.

Consultant services in connection with adult education
projects of other community organizations

b.

Developing cooperative projects with other agencies

c.

Arranging special aspects of the public school adult
program
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d.

7.

Serving on organizational committees as a result of
local position as director of adult education

Evaluation of program
a. Review and analysis of periodic reports

B.

b.

Conferring with participants

c.

Survey and analysis of dropouts

d,

Periodic review of program in relation to emerging
needs

e.

Continuous studies of need (surveys, etc.)

Professional growth
a.

Attendance at state and national conferences

b.

Attendance and participation in workshops

c.

Reading and professional materials

d.

Authorship

Weaver's (1972) study was by far the most comprehensive.

Unlike most of the other attempts to pinpoint essential functions,
this work was based on the perceptions of community leaders in the

field.

The survey covered 245 community educators and consisted

of roughly equal groups of Community School Directors, Community
School Coordinators and university educators.
50% chose 23 goals as being primary.

Of these individuals,

These 23 goals fell under six

processes as follows:
1.

Coordinating
a.

Coordinates efforts of community agencies
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b.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Provides effective communication

c.

Eliminates duplication among agencies

d.

Assists residents to secure educational services

e.

Provides forum for community problems

Surveying
a.

Identifies community problems

b.

Surveys attitudes and interests

c.

Identifies required resources

Demonstrating
a.

Demonstrates humanistic approach to education

b.

Demonstrates methods of special change

c.

Provides model for community living

d.

Demonstrates principles of educational leadership

Programming educational opportunity
a.

Extends use of school facilities

b.

Increases multi-age and cross-cultural contacts

c.

Provides programs for senior citizens

d.

Provides teen-age enrichment and recreation

e.

Provides recreation programs

f.

Provides high school completion program

g.

Improves educational opportunity for minorities

Training--develops leadership among lay citizens
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6.

Promoting the school
a.

Increases participation in existing school program

b.

Promotes school as primary educational agency

c.

Improves public image of the school (p. 16).

A very recent and thorough study (Northeast Community
Education Development Center 1977) of the requisite skills and competencies of community leaders focused on the perceptions of community residents.

The list of skills that residents were asked to

rank was a distillation of the work of Lisicich (1976, Kliminski
(1974), Weaver (1972), Ellis (1975) and studies by the Institute for

Community Education Development at Ball State University (1975).
The 77 leadership competencies used by Lisicich (1976) were derived
from Kliminski (1974), Weaver (1972), Ellis (1975), and Ball State

(1975).

These were subsequently collapsed into 39 articulated

leadership competencies by the Northeast (1977) study.
had six alternative response scales according to the
of using the leadership competency.

11

Each item

importance 11

The 39 items were subsequently

reduced to a smaller number of psychological clusters which lent
themselves to interpretation for purposes of curriculum development
in leadership training.

The clusters, in order of rated importance,

were as follows:
Factor I - Problem Solving Ability, suggests those competencies
considered necessary for persons in leadership roles.

Factor content
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includes such competencies as defining and recognizing problems,
teaching problem solving methods, and overseeing programs designed
to meet community needs.
Factor II - Demeanor, reflects item content describing outward
behavior and/or conduct of persons in leadership roles.
Factor III - Budgeting and Supervisory Competencies, delineates content pertaining to a leader's ability to manage monetary issues
and locate additional funds.
Factor IV - Needs Assessment Competencies, views the manner in which a community leader articulates community needs and,
subsequently, organizes those same identified needs in a priority listing.
Factor V - Promoting Feelings of Importance in Community
Members, presents those competencies involved in facilitating or
fostering community participation in processes which result in feelings
of power (the ability to accomplish change and accept risk),
Factor VI - Group Organization and Communication Competencies. relates to those competencies necessary for organizing, facilitating, and supervising group and/ or interagency cooperation.
Factor VII - Organization Leadership Competencies, depicts
qualities essential for leadership within groups which are organized to
meet community needs,
Factor VIII -Leadership Attitude/Principles. contains competencies which reflect a leader 1s attitude concerning leadership
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principles and his /her belief in community residents 1 potential for

self-leadership.

Competency Based Education
The notion of the competent self raises the obvious question:
How is this concept related to the competency based education movement?

There is clearly some relationship, but a distinction needs to

be drawn between some of the earlier, narrow conceptions of competency based education and some of the more recent emerging state-

ments.
Houston (1974) sees competency based education as evolving
from two major social forces in America: the press for accountability
and the demand for personalization.

The first is derived from industry

and commerce, the second from the recognition that society is increasingly characterized by transience and impermanence; this in turn has
created the need for personalized, individualized education.
Houston cites five types of objectives for competency based
education: cognitive based objectives where the student is expected
to demonstrate knowledge and intellectual abilities; performance based
objectives which have as their aim the demonstration of individual performance rather than knowing something; consequence based objectives
in which the student is to change the behavior of others, e. g., to
improve the performance of a group that he is teaching; affective
objectives which are closely related to the first three, and finally,
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exploratory objectives in which activities that hold promise for significant learning are specified.
There are a number of aspects comprising the competency
based education model.

There are the competencies themselves which

are derived from the conception of the teacher 1s role and are stated
in terms of the level of achievement reached by the student as signified by his actual behavior as he moves towards mastery in a modularized systemic field-centered program.

This approach ignores

time and course completion as relevant criteria and recognizes indi-

vidual strengths and weaknesses in a specHic, instructional setting
which has been designed jointly by student and teacher and includes a

research component.
Although much of the early writing dealt with competency
based education as it refers to teacher education, recently the focus
has become much wider.

Schmieder (1973), for example, points out

that the term includes all of the professions, i.e., law, medicine,
and so on, as well as encompassing all major educational constituencies (p. 51).

However, most definitions relate to competency

based education as it refers to teacher education and, with one exception, the present discussion will be limited to this context.

Houston

and Howsc.m (1972), in defining competency based education, have
written:
Two characteristics are essential to the concept of
competency-based instruction. First, precise learning
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objectives- -defined in behavioral and assessable terms-must be known to learner and teacher alike. Competencybased instruction begins with identification of the specific
competencies that are the objectives of the learner. These
objectives are stated in behavioral terms. Means are
specified for determining whether the objectives have been
met . . , . (p. 4)
The second characteristic is accountability.

The learner

knows that he is expected to demonstrate the specified competencies

to the required level and in the agreed-upon manner.

There are

certain limitations to Houston's approach to competency-based education.

The emphasis is clearly upon the outcomes of teaching in terms

of learner and specified competencies and skills.
competent

self~

In terms of the

this is to shift the focus away from the needs of the

teacher.

A second difficulty is that this approach to competency-based
education concentrates on products and outcomes.

This emphasis

emerges very clearly in this statement:
When competence is to be assessed in terms of the
products deriving from a teacher's behavior~ evidence must
be obtained that a pupil or set of pupils can read or are
more considerate of the feelings of others; or curriculum
or materials development efforts have. in fact, been productive; or parents do understand a school's policy on reporting
pupil performance (Houston & Howsam 1972:40).

A final deficiency is that competency-based education concentrates on acquisition of knowledge and skills.
Teacher education is the vehicle for preparing those
who wish to practice in the teaching profession. As in all
professions, this preparation involves on the one hand the
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acquisition of knowledge and the ability to apply it, and on
the other the development of the needed repertoire of critical behaviors and skills. Insofar as the knowledge,
behaviors~ and skills can be identified, they thus become
the competency objectives for the teacher education program.
The criteria for performance are derived from these objectives (Houston & Howsam 1976:6).
The skills and knowledge is but one part of the competent self,
however, and to base teacher education programs on this single
dimension is to neglect the self-valuing part of the individual which
is a mainspring of attitudes, understandings and intuitions.
The importance of the self concept has been almost entirely
neglected by writers on competency-based education.
the self has been consciously rejected by some.

In fact,

Clark, for example,

in a discussion of the competent social worker, writes:
What is a competent social worker? , . . . Perhaps
it would be useful to identify definitions of competence that
will not be used in this chapter.
First, it is sometimes common to define competence
in relation to personal characteristics of the social worker.
Being aware, open to experience, identified with professional
values, creative, and willing to take risks are all valued
characteristics. While appealing, this approach presents a
problem in both the selection and generality of adjectives
(1974:24).
Despite these differences and deficiencies in competencybased education, there are some important aspects which allow it to
be related to the competent self.

Competency-based education,

whilst being conceptually limited to skills. knowledge and student's
outcome. does imply some points relevant to the present study.
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After listing the essential elements of competency-based
education, Houston (1972) writes:
Several other characteristics seem implied in the list
of essential elements and are often found in competencybased programs:
(1) Instruction is individualized and personalized.
(2) The learning experience of the individual is guided
by feedback.
Under desirable characteristics, he lists:
(1) The program is field centered.
(2) There is a broad base for decision-making.
(3) Preparation is career continuous.
(4) Role integration takes place as the prospective
teacher has an increasingly comprehensive perception of
teaching problems (p. 10).
There is great potential in marrying the insights of the competent self and competency-based education and there is some evidence
that very recently discussions are moving in this direction.

In Art

Education. for example, it is being argued that the notion of selfimage must be given primary emphasis in competency-based programs.
A set of abstract competencies is indeed applicable to
the training of teachers, but unless they are interrelated
symbiotically with one's personal idiom, they cannot be
part of an effective teaching-learning process. To formulate teaching behavior solely in accordance to a set of
competencies which has general applicability is to show a
disrespect for the individual as teacher. One must seriously
look toward a self-structuring process of competencies.
Creative teaching behavior is dependent upon a symbiotic
correspondence between meaningful acquired competencies
and internal activities • . . . The development of self-image
is a human prerogative, and as such a precursor of teacher
competence which must not be denied or ignored (Andrews

1977:15).
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Summary
This literature review has covered the major areas related

to the dissertation: the development of the self and of leadership,
skills and competencies of community leaders and the relationships

between self-image and behavior and self-image and competencybased education.
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CHAPTER Ill
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Review of the Problem
The major problem to be considered in this study related to
the determination of the level of competence of practicing community
education doctoral graduates.

Self-concept and skill level comprise

the two parts of the competent self which is the model used as a point
of departure.

Data which elucidated both factors were collected.

Variables related to self-concept and skills were also considered;
in particular. the provisions for building on strengths and weaknesses in the doctoral program received detailed treatment.
This chapter presents a review of methodological factors,
difficulties and solutions.
The population for this study consisted of all doctoral graduates from Western Michigan University, covering the years 1964
to 1977, who specialized in community education.
61.

The total N was

Because of the relatively small number, it was thought unnec-

essary to take a sample.
This raises the question of generalizability, for one university
provided the total population.

The Western Michigan University com-

munity education doctoral program has included large numbers of
73
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students representing diverse backgrounds.

Students have been

recruited from many states in the nation as well as overseas countries including Australia and Guam.

This can be expected to provide

a wide range of student interests, abilities, motivations and expectations.

It can also be expected to result in wide ranging prior work

experiences.

Finally. the esteem in which Western Michigan Univer-

sity's community education graduates are held has lead to a high rate

of employment (lOOo/o).

They occupy positions in 30 states. Canada.

the District of Columbia and Australia.

Table 3. 1 summarizes the field of employment.

TABLE 3. 1
Field of Employment of Western Michigan University
Community Education Doctoral Graduates

Position
University Professors
Superintendents
Community School Directors
Principals
State Department Employees
Unknown
Total

Number
31
13
7
2

1

6T

On the basis of this analysis, it can be argued that although
generalizability beyond the population is not possible, the particular
character of Western Michigan University's Community Leadership
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program, its strength, reputation and range, would allow the drawing
of suggestive trends for other universities, programs and leaders.

Instrumentation
The instrumentation for the study consisted of three parts com-

prising one questionnaire (see Appendix A).

The first part was

designed to ascertain the importance of a number of factors related
to the development of the competent self--on the job experience,

internship and course work.

This was elicited in order to pinpoint

likely sources of the competent self.

Graduates were also asked to

rate the relative flexibility experienced in the design of their doctoral
programs .the degree to which their individual strengths and weak-

nesses had been considered in the design of course work and internships and their overall competence.

These questions again related to

the sources of competence and to whether the provision for strengths
and weaknesses had increased the perceived value of course work and
internships.
The Self-Actualization Instrument (R. S. A.) was choSen to determine self-image because it was one of the few satisfactorily standardized tests for adults.

There is much criticism that can be leveled at

the methodology of the self-concept.

These criticisms, which will now

be reviewed, make the choice of an appropriate and accurate instrument uncertain and somewhat hazardous.
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Wylie's (1966) thorough analysis of the methodology in the
field of self-concept was extremely critical of instrumentation
because of its poor reliability and validity.

Despite the general criti-

cisms that she leveled. 12 years later the state of the field had undergone only very slight improvement.

Shavelson et al. (1976). in fact.

suggested that the same criticisms were still valid.
major reasons offered for this.

There were two

First, the definition of self-concept

was imprecise and varied from one study to another.

The methodolog-

ical difficulties flowing from this imprecision made it difficult to
specify the subjects for which the techniques and interpretations would
be appropriate.

A review of definitions by Shavelson (1976) revealed 17 different
dimensions on which they could be classified. e. g., determinants of
self-concept, methods for changing self-concept, etc.

Another diffi-

culty Shavelson (1976) discerned was that data were not available
which would allow for comparison of the various self-concept instruments.

This makes generalization across studies using different

instruments extremely problematical; it may even to difficult to compare different populations on the same instrument.
There were also numerous interpretative difficulties in studies
of the self-concept.

Respondents may be unwilling or unable to

report their self-concepts or they may try to report socially desirable
self-concepts rather than those based on accuracy and careful reflection.
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The Self-Actualization Battery (R. S. A.) was chosen to measure
the population's self-concept for several reasons.

It provided a mea-

sure for self-esteem (Factor D of the instrument) and a sense of being
able to change one's self and one's situation (Factor F of the instrument).

These factors were central to the whole rationale of the study.

Furthermore~

the R. S. A. was considered suitable for several groups

which covered the population under study, so whilst there was no
instrument specifically designed for doctoral graduates, the R. S.A.
was recommended as suitable for university students, teachers. educational administratOrs, managers and supervisors in government and
industry, those in the helping professions, top managers, new managers
or supervisors and change agents (Reddin 1975).

Amongst its special

uses, the instrument was suited for the purposes of leadership training and management-supervisory training (Reddin 1975).

The instru-

ment has four uses; one of these is as a research aid (Reddin 1975).
This indicates its suitability to the present study.

Users of the instru-

ment were advised to inforn1 participants why the instrument was being
used and who would get the results (Reddin 1975).

In accordance with

this recommendation, the respondents received an introductory letter
which explained the purposes of the research (to evaluate the program
and make appropriate revisions) and they were advised that all participants would receive a copy of the final report.
recommended by Reddin, was assured.

Confidentiality, as

All replies were treated
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anonymously.

A sequential number was assigned to the returned ques-

tionnaire but there was no possibility of tracing the questionnaire back
to the individual respondents.
R. S, A. was considered suitable for use as a mail questionnaire
as it was self-administering.

The instrument consists of 28 sets of

three questions for which the respondent indicates his preference by
assigning a zero, one, two or three; the higher the assigned number,
the stronger the agreement.

The sum of these numbers gives a mea-

sure on each of the factors.

The minimum score for each factor is

0 and the maximum is 84.

The raw scores are treated statistically

and reported over a five-step range from very low (VL), low {L),

average (ME), high (H), and very high (VH).
red to as

11

These steps are refer-

Adjusted Scores of Descriptive Terms.

11

Thus an individual

scoring 8 on Factor D (Self-esteem) and 32 on Factor F (Control and
Change over Self and Situation) would be treated as L (low) and H
(high) on adjusted scores.

Descriptively then, this individual is high on

unfulfilled Factor F needs and low on unfulfilled Factor D needs, i.e,..
his self-esteem needs are rather well satisfied, his sense of power

over self and situation needs are left rather much unsatisfied.

A

study of 648 managers was used to generate the norms referred to in
the first research question in the present study.
The final part of the questionnaire. the skills section, was
based on Miller's (1976-1977) report.

Its two main purposes were to
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identify the administrative task areas. principal skills and competencies,
and competency indicators of community educations and, secondly, to
determine how competencies might be acquired and the necessary level
of attainment for competent performance in community education,

Six

roles were identified as critical to the effective promotion of community education: superintendent, district coordinator, principal,

building director, state department official and college professor.
Among the many secondary purposes of the project was one central to
the present study: to assess on-the-job performance and competence.
Other purposes related to role definition: the improvement of the administration of community education generally.

the development of

strategies for continued research and development efforts, and the
provision of opportunities for state agencies to explore new avenues
toward certification and licensing of professional personnel.
Miller (1976-1977). in discussing uses of the report, states:
Research might be carried out in role definition, performance
assessment. program planning, need assessment . . . Competencies once identified and performance assessment conducted in this way lead on to research and development
required to design training programs, to prepare and test
materials for training and to design and test techniques for
conflict resolution and role clarification (p. 30),
Because of the wide range of skills and competencies identified
in the Miller (1976-1977) study, it was decided to cut the number to a
workable minimum.

In fact. six critical skills were identified by

taking those which were common to each of the six positions.

Miller
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himself recognizes this possibility in the following statement:
It was assumed that competencies cut across roles, e. g.,

implementing programs might be needed at a familiarity
level in one role (superintendent), understanding level in
other roles (district coordinator and principal) and at an
application level in another (building director) . . . .
Examination of roles in team discussions indicated that [this]
assumption was warranted (p. 22),
The further revision employed in the present study was that
respondents were asked to rate. on a five-point Likert scale, the
competencies according to their perceived level before entering the
program, after the program, their expected level on graduation and
their current level on a matrix.

This accords well with the spirit of

Miller's (1976-1977) research which set out to identify when particular
competencies could be best acquired, e. g., in pres ervice, in inservice,
or by the individual himself.

Validity
The norming population for the Self-Actualization Instrument
(R. S. A.) was comprised of 648 managers.

One sample, for example

Personnel Training Managers, was compared with another sample,
Overseer Production Managers.
validity measures.

Such comparisons were used to obtain

Significant (, 05 or below) results were obtained on

comparison, but Heddin (1975) warns,

11

All of these results should be

treated with caution as many, especially those at the • 05 level of significance, could have arisen randomly 11 (p. 21).

Additional validity
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information is available from two additional sources: the Behavioral
Inventory Battery Cell Analysis (Reddin 1975) and the Second Behavioral
Inventory Battery (Reddin 1975),

Content validity for the Arizona study (Miller 1976-1977) was
achieved through the panel method.

The Quadrant Assessment Model

(Q. A. l.Vl.) was used to determine whether or not those who perform

a role can employ a competency statement to make judgments about
1) the importance of a competency to performance in the role, 2)
where the competency can best be attained, and 3) the level of proficiency required in the competency,

The Q, A. !\'l. model permits the

perceptions of role incumbents to be compared in a logical way by
focusing on the ideal performance level for an individual in the role
and the real or actual per-formance level.
ranked in terms of rated importance.

Competencies were then

This generated High Ideal--High

Real statements (the competency was important and the practitioner
does possess the competency) and could be used therefore to evaluate
performance.

High Ideal--Low Real indicated the need to assess

performance and offer inservice training in a neglected skill area.
Low Ideal--Low Heal indicated an unimportant skill that did not receive
attention.

On the basis of the Q. A.M. logic, a computer program was

developed to rate and prioritize rapidly and inexpensively statements
descriptive of competencies.
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Reliability
A test-retest study of the R, S.A. (Reddin 1975) was conducted
with 107 Government Department first and second level managers.
Two months elapsed between the original test and the retest.

Signifi-

cance at the . 001 level was achieved for correlations ranging from
0. 74 to 0. 79.

11

This is a reasonable correlation for training and

research purposesn (Reddin 1975:22).
The Arizona State study refined the list of competencies over
a period of several months.

Piloting
The instrument was pilot tested in two stages.

In the first stage

current doctoral students in the Western 1\Uchigan University Community Education Development Center were asked to respond to the instrument and offer comments aimed at improving it.
took place at this stage.

Considerable revision

The second stage invohred a graduate class of

40 members in the Educational Leadership Department.

Once again

written and oral criticisms were elicited and further modifications
were made.

Unclear items were rewritten and the matrix was altered.

Data Gathering Procedures
The questionnaire was sent out with an explanatory letter
signed by Dr. D. C. Weaver, director of the Center.

A return stamped

addressed envelope was included and all correspondence was on official
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UniverSity paper,

Subsequently a follow-up letter with another ques-

tionnaire blank was sent to the total population,

Finally, a letter was

sent requesting cooperation and thanking graduates for their participation.

The timing of these requests follow the suggested procedure of

Babbie (1973) who argues that "three mailings (an original and two
follow-ups) seem the most efficient' 1 (p. 164),

There are two possible defects of mail questionnaires.

These

have been identified by Kerlinger (1964) as "possible lack of responses

and the inability to check the responses givenn (p. 397).

Possibly

because of the length of the questionnaire, some respondents failed to
answer the final section on skills.

Kerlinger (1964) advised that "in

cases where returns were less than 80%. efforts should be made to
learn something of the characteristics of the non-respondents'~ (p. 397).
This principle was applied to the respondents who returned incomplete
questionnaires.

In view of this. comparisons were made between com-

plete respondents (N

=

number of variables.

29) and incomplete respondents (N

=

20) on a

Differences were not significant, i.e. import-

ance of course work in building competence ( r

= 0. 2997.

probability

0. 18). importance of on the job experience in building competence
(r

=

0. 2859. probability 0. 26), whether courses allowed student to

build on strengths ( r

=

0. 1467, probability 0. 79).

AnN= 49 applies

to each of these statistics,
Table 3. 2 indicates that the response rate for the study was
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82o/o.

This includes incomplete respondents and is higher than is

generally reported for mail questionnaires.

This was attributed to

the fact that many respondents were employed at universities and
placed high value on research; the total population, of course. had
been involved in research as part of their doctoral studies.

The

follow-up technique no doubt also contributed to the high response
rate.

Babbie (1973) suggests that a response rate of 70% or more is

very good and more than adequate for analysis (p. 165).

TABLE 3, 2

Doctoral Graduates in Community Education:
Response Rate to Questionnaire
N

%

Non-respondents

29
20
10

47.5
32,8
16. 4

Undeliverable
Total

61

100,0

Complete Respondents
Incomplete Respondents

3. 3

The preceding analysis of complete respondents and inc omplete respondents suggests that source of error for non-respondents
would be relatively slight,

Summary
This chapter has detailed the procedures used in the study.
The population. problems in choosing an instrument. the content of
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the instrument and reliability and validity were considered.

Finally,

the problem of incomplete questionnaires was treated.
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Methods of Analysis
'Ihe data were analyzed. with the aid of the computer center
facilities at Western Michigan University.
and keypunched onto tape.

Each response was coded

Nie, N, H., Hull, C. H .• Jenkins, J, G.,

Steinbrenner, K., Bent, D. H. (1975), The Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (S, P. S. S.) was used to analyze data,
The five questions were answered using frequency count tables,
median, chi square (X 2 ) and Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
(r).

Questions la and lb were answered by comparing the scores of

the respondents with the norms provided by Reddin (1975).
square test for independent samples was used.

The chi

This test is utilized

to determine the significance of differences between two independent
groups.

Questions 2a and 2b were answered by determining the

medians and graphing these to show differences in the skill levels.
Spearman Hank Correlation Coefficient was used to answer Questions
3a and 3b.

Perceived current skill level appears as ordinal data and

Factor D as interval data.

Glass and Stanley (1970:179) point out that

there is no coefficient developed for this particular case and recommends that the calculation proceed with the Spearman Rank statistic,
86
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Questions 4a and 4b were answered by comparing the median
scores for ordinal data generated by a five-point Likert scale.

Ques-

tions 5a and 5b were answered by using Spearman Rank Correlation

Coefficient as the five-point Likert scale generated ordinal data.
Glass and Stanley (1970:172) re:commend this method of analysis.

Discussion of Results

Question la: Was self-image of leaders based on the selfactualization instrument's Factor D (selfesteem) higher than the norm? (Norm based
on 648 managers)

The chi square test for two independent samples was used to
analyze the data gathered to answer Question la,

This test was

chosen because the data consisted of frequencies in discrete categories and lhe aim was to determine the significance of differences
between two independent groups.
The null hypothesis generated by Question la was as follows:
that the community education leaders and the managers do not differ
with respect to Factor D (self-esteem) and therefore with respect to
the relative frequency with which group members fall i.n the categories.
Table 4. 1 contains data relevant to G;'uestion la,

If there were

no differences between community education leaders' self -image and
the managers, approximately 20% of the leaders would fall in each of
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the five categories: very low. low. average, high and very high,
Analysis of the data revealed no significant differences between
the expected frequency and the actual frequency.

Therefore, there is

no indication that the leaders' self-esteem was different than the

normal group.
Question lb: Was self-image of leaders based on the selfactualization instrument's Factor F (power
over one's self and one's situation) higher than
the norm?

The null hypothesis generated in Question lb was as follows:
that the community leaders and managers do not differ with respect

to Factor F (power over self and situatio11) and therefore with respect
to the relative frequency with which group members fall in thecategories.

This hypothesis was not tested due to the unique distribution

of the respondents.
Table 4. 2 contains the data relevant to Question lb.

As for

Question lb. expected distribution of frequencies and percentages
would locate equal numbers and percentages in each column.

The

same number would appear in the very high unfulfilled group. the
high unfulfilled group and so on down to the very low unfUlfilled group.
Analysis of the data reveals the total population (100%. N
falling in the category of low unfulfilled needs.

= 49)

This means that all
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TABLE 4.1

A Comparison of Community Leaders' Self-Esteem with the Norm
(based on 648 Managers)

Low

Very Low

%

F

Community Leaders'
Self-Esteem Needs
Unfulfilled
Managers' SelfEsteem Needs
Unfulfilled
Total
~::o

o<•

13

E**

10

26.5

9

129.6

132.6
142.6

128.8
138.6

E**

= observed frequency

18.4

F

%

F

10

9. 7

o•:• 129.6 20

High

Average

%

F

20.4

9

9.8
20

129.6

129.7

128.8
138.6

= expected

X2 =

F

8

F

%

16.3

49

100

9. 7
20

129.6

Total

%

49
20

127.9
137.6

648

100

648

697

frequency
k

Formula for the calculation of chi square is:

18.4

9. 7

129.6 20

""""139.6
**E

Very High

%

(Oij - Eij) 2

E<J
i =1
j = 1
where Oij =observed number of cases categorized in ith row of jth column

Eij

= number

of cases expected to be categorized in ith row of jth column

k
directs one to sum over all (r) rows and all (k) columns, i.e •• to sum over all cells

i = 1

j = 1

{This provides a chi square value of 1. 402 with four degrees of freedom and indicated that the value
is not sufficient at the , 05 level. Table C in Siegel { 1956) shows that the x2 value of I. 402 for 4
degrees of freedom was not significant at the . 05 level.)

"'"'
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TABLE 4.2
A Comparison of Community Leaders' Power over Self and
Situation with the Norm (Factor F)
Very
High

Very

Low
Community Leaders 1
Power Needs
Unfulfilled
0*

N

49

Average

Low

%

N

100

0

%
0

High

N

%

N

0

0

129.6

20

Total

%

N

%

N

%

0

0

0

0

49

100

129.6

20

648

100

l'vlanager's
Power Needs
Unfulfilled

E''"'' 129. 6

20

129.6

20

129.6

20

':'0 = observed frequency
expected frequency

t.·~·E =

"'

0
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of the graduates are highly fulfilled in having a sense of power and
control over themselves and their situation.

The raw scores fall

well within the very low range (0-23), the highest score being 21.
Table 4. 2 indicates the comparisons.
Observation of the frequency table (Table 4. 2) suggests a
finding which is quite striking: when compared to managers, community leaders have very low unfulfilled power needs.

Thus, com-

munity leaders differ to a marked degree to managers and this suggests that on this characteristic, they are set quite apart, that they
in fact perceive themselves as highly fulfilled in having a sense of
power over themselves and their situation.
Question 2a: What was the perceived skill level in:
I.
II,

Evaluation
Research

III.

Needs' Assessment

IV.

Financial Matters

V,
VI,

Communication. and
Policy Development before Entering the
Program?

Figure 2 shows the antidpated skill level of students in the

six critical skill areas on graduation and thus deals with Question 2b,
The figure indicates that graduates feel that the program should
provide these skills at a high level.

It is noteworthy that they do not
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expect~

high skill levels on graduation,

They may expect to

improve to very high levels subsequent to graduation or may consider high levels sufficient for competent performance.
Question 2c: What was the actual skill level on graduation
in:

I.
II,

Evaluation
Research

III.

Needs 1 Assessment

IV,

Financial Matters

V.

Communication, and

VI.

Policy Development?

When actual skill level on graduation is considered (see
Figure 3). the graduates were located approximately at the high level,
Median scores for research skills at 4. 3 are slightly higher
and evaluation skills at 3. 6 sUghtly lower than the other four skills
which range from 3, 8 to 3. 9.

This suggests a considerable growth

in skill levels between entry and completion of the degree.

Figure

5 illustrates this more clearly.
Question 2d: What was the current skill level in:
I,
II,

Evaluation
Research

III.

Needs 1 Assessment

IV,

Financial Matters
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V,

Communication, and

VI.

Policy Development?

Figure 4 indicates current skill slightly above high.

Median

for research skill is lowest at 4. 0, financial skill and policy development skills are highest at 4, 3.

Despite the varied program entry

levels in the critical skill areas, current levels are fairly equal,
In considering the sources of the skills it is important to note
the particular times at which there was an increase in skill levels,
Figure 5 Hlustrates the comparison in skHllevel for when the student
entered the program to when he completed it,

Results indicate an

overall gain from low/average levels to high levels.

The greatest

growth is clearly in research, from a median of 1. 9 on entry to a
median of 4, 3 on completrion,

Least growth is in communication

(3.1 to 3. 9) and financial matters (2. 9 to 3. B).
Figu1e 6 shows the comparison between skill levels anticipated at the end of the program and those actually achieved at the
end of the program.
being met.

The comparison suggests that expectations are

Students anticipate skill levels approximately equivalent

to high; they emerge with skill levels slightly lower than expected but
again approximately equivalent to high.

In research. students

emerge with higher skill levels than they expected.

The greatest

discrepancy is in evaluation (3. 9 anticipated level. 3. 6 actual level)
but the difference is not great when compared with other discrepancies.
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In financial matters and policy development, expected and outcome

levels coincide precis ely.
An important question relates to the growth in skill level
after the student has graduated.

One might expect a continuation in

the growth of skill level as the result of on-the-job experience after
graduation.

Figure 7 suggests such growth is minimal.

By far the

greatest growth in skill level occurs in the period when the student
is involved in the program.

The greatest growth after graduation

occurs in evaluation (3. 6 on graduation, 4. 2 current level); the
least growth comes in communication (3. 9 on graduation, 4. 1 cur-

rent level).
Question 3a: What was the relationship between self-image
as measured by the self-actualization instrument's Factor D (self-esteem) and the perceived current skill level?
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient was used to answer
Question 3a,

The null hypothesis generated was as follows: there

is no relationship between the self-esteem of respondents and the
perception of their current skill levels.
r (correlation)

=

0. 2392 (N

=

Results are as follows:

29), significant at the. 049 level and

indicate a low positive correlation. for the self-actuaHzation instrument measures unfulfUled needs for self-esteem.
This suggests that students with high self-esteem have lower
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skills.

Because the correlation is low and because of the unlikely

nature of the result. it is possible the statistic has been caused by
chance factors or by the measuring instrument.
Question 3b: What was the relationship between self-image
as measured by the self-actualization instrument's Factor F (power over one's self and
one's situation) and perceived current skill
level?

The null hypothesis generated by this question was that there

was no relationship between power over self and situation and perceived current skill level.
Current skill level was determined by considering each of
the six critical skill areas.

These were in needs assessment,

research, evaluation, financial matters, communication and policy
development.

The graduates were also asked to rate their overall

feelings of competence on the job.

This was elicited to gather a

generalized reaction to skills. abilities and competencies.

This

response was recorded accordjng to a five-point Ljkert scale
(highly competent 5, competent 4. managing OK 3, managing could
improve 2, struggling to get by 1),

A coefficient could not be com-

puted because of the unusual distribution of the variable Factor F
(power over self and situation); of the five cells, all respondents
fell into a single cell,
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Question 4a: Did the program allow for the individual
student's strengths?
Respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which their
strengths were recognized and built on according to a five-point
Likert scale (very well, 5; quite well, 4; adequate, 3; not well, 2;
inadequate, 1).

The results indicate a median for course work of

3. 6 and a mode of 3. 0.

Frequency distribution was as follows:

inadequate, 2; not well. 2; adequate, 19: quite well, 17; very well,
9.

For internships, the results showed a median of 4. 3 and a mode

of 4, 0 with a frequency distribution as follows: inadequate, 0; not
well, 3; adequate, 4; quite well. 22; very welL 19.
This suggests that course work does not offer the student the
same opportunity to buHd on strengths when compared with internships.

Chi square testing reveals a significant difference when

course work was compared to internships. r (correlation)
significant at the . 0001 level (N

=

49).

=

0, 4156,

The course work median and

mode are relatively 10\; as the median falls between nadequaten and
11

quite welln and the mode is

11

adequate.

11

RecommendaUons aimed to

provide a greater recognition of strengths and weaknesses in course
work wHl be considered in Chapter V.

Tt should be noted that the

nature of the internship might allow for more flexibility and therefore
for greater ease in providing for a recognition of students 1 strengths.
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Question 4b: Did the program allow for individual students
to build on weaknesses?
As for the question on strengths, respondents were asked to
indicate their experience according to a five-point Likert scale:
very well 5, quite well 4, adequate 3. not well 2, and inadequate 1.
Results were as follows:

median for course work, 3. 5; mode 3. 0,

The frequency distribution was very well 4, quite well 20, adequate
21. not well 2, and inadequate 2.

For internships, the median was

3. 8, the mode 4, 0 and the frequency distribution very well 12, quite
well 18, adequate 15, not well 2 and inadequate 1.

The difference

between course work and internship was not significant, r (signHicance)
= 0, 2302, probability . 246 (N

=49),

It is apparent that if there is a deficiency in the program it

lies at this point,
nesses is 3,

o.

The mode for how course work allowed for weak-

i.e .•

11

adequate,

11

l'v'Jedians for course work (3. 5)

and for internship (3. 8) are relatively low.

Recommendations

relating to this finding appear in Chapter V.
There are some important results relating to G,'uestion 4a
and Question 4b,

There are strong indications that the experience

of finding an internship valuable was closely related to taking the
individua1 1 s strengths and weaknesses into account in the planning
of the internship.

Respondents were asked to rate their internship

experience on a five-point Likert scale: extremely valuable. highly
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valuable, quite valuable, some value and no value,

These responses

correlated with items designed to determine whether the internship

experience recognized and built on strengths and eliminated or
diminished weaknesses.

These items were also rated on a five-point

Likert scale: very well, quite well, adequate, not well, inadequate.
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients for the value of the intern-

ship and whether the internship built on strengths were r (correlation)

= 0. 6176

(N=49), significant at the . 001 level; for the value of the

internship and whether the internship allowed for the elilnination or
diminishing of weaknesses r = 0. 6263 (N

=

49); this was significant

at the . 001 level.

These results are supported by one other finding.

Respond-

ents were asked to rate their internships according to the degree of
flexibility they encountered with their field supervisors in allowing
them to do what they (the students) considered important,

This item

was analyzed according to Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient
and compared to ratings of the value of the internship experience:
this produced an r

= 0. 5353

(N

==

49) and was significant at the . 001

level.
These results indicate that the more flexibility students
experience in the planning of an internship. the more highly they will
rate the value of the internship experience.
Building on strengths and diminishing and eliminating
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weaknesses emerged again as important factors in relation to
whether students experienced course work as constituting a major
factor in the development of their competence.

Respondents were

asked to rate formal courses at the university as being an important
influence in the development of their competence according to a
Likert five-point scale:

very important, quite important, important,

little importance and least importance, These responses. when compared to whether students had been able to build on their strengths in
formal course work, generated the following Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient, r

=

0. 6272 (N

=

48) signlficant at the . 001 level.

When comparing the experience students had in eliminating weaknesses and the contribution course work made to the development of
their competence, the results were significant at the . 001 level,
r

= 0. 5831

(N

= 48).

Once again, flexibility in determining courses to be studied
emerged as an important factor when compared to whether students
experienced course work as influencing their competence.
results were significant at the . 004 level, r = o. 3726 (N

=

The
48).

This

suggests that a significant way to develop a sense of competence
through formal course work is to provide flexibility and allow for
the student to build on strengths and eliminate weaknesses.
Question 5a: Was self-image as measured by self-actualization instrument's Factor D (self-esteem)
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related to whether the student perceived
the program allowing for his strengths and
weaknesses?

The null hypothesis generated by this question was as follows:
there are no differences in the relationship between various levels of
self-esteem and the perceptions of how the program allowed for
strengths and weaknesses.
Question 5a was answered using Spearman Rank Correlation
Coefficient.

None of the results proved significant and were as

follows: self-esteem and course work allowing for strengths. r
-0.1142 (N

= 49),

=

probability= . 316 and internship allowing for

strengths, r = 0. 1561 (N = 49), probability . 262, self-esteem and
course work allowing for weaknesses. r = 0, 0513 (N

= 49).

probabil-

ity= . 415, self-esteem and internship allowing for weaknesses. r
= 0. 0774 (N = 49), probability= . 376.
These results indicate that self-esteem is not significantly
related to the way students perceive courses and internships provided for their strengths and weaknesses.
Question 5b: Was self-image as measured by self-actualization instrument's Factor F (power over
one's self and situation) related to whether
the student perceived the program allowing
for his strengths and weaknesses?
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The null hypothesis relating to this question was as follows:
there are no differences in the relationship between various levels of
a sense of power over self and situation and perceptions of how the
program allowed for strengths and weaknesses.
The results were not significant.

There does not appear to be

a significant relationship between a sense of power over one's self
and situation and the way students perceived the course work and
internship allowing for their strengths and weaknesses.

Results

were as follows: power over self and situation and course work
allowing for strengths, r = 0.1511 (N = 49), probability= .150,
power over self and situation and internship allowing for strengths
r

=

0. 0882 (N = 49), probability= . 276, power over self and situation

and course work allowing for weaknesses. r

=

0, 0687 (N

=

49),

probability= . 319, power over self and situation and internship
allowing for weaknesses, r = 0. 0275 (N

=

49), probability= . 426.

Sources of power over self and shuation apparently lie elsewhere.

Summary of Results
This study set out to answer five questions.

Analysis of the

data has shown that community leaders reach a high level in having a
sense of power and control over themselves and their situation but
only a moderate level on a measure of self-esteem.

It has also been

revealed that the leaders experience a good deal of skill growth in
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critical skill areas as a result of their involvement in the doctoral
program, that this growth is in line with their expectations, and that
growth subsequent to the program is minimal.

There is a low posi-

tive correlation between Factor D and skills. students' individual
strengths and weaknesses are moderately well catered for and there
is a relationship between how well strengths and weaknesses are catered for in internships and course work and how the students perceive
the value of the internship and course work.

There is not a signifi-

cant relationship between Factor F and skill level nor is there a significant relationship between either Factor D or Factor F when compared to whether the student perceived the program allowing for his
strengths and weaknesses.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS, IMPLICATIONS, AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

The present study developed from an evaluation of the doctoral
program at Western Michigan University 1S community leadership
training program which set out to determine the competence of the
graduates.

The competent self provided a model which in turn

established the departure point for the dissertation.

It was shown

that the competent self is comprised of two parts: a positive selfimage and skills and competencies.

The study became concerned

with the degree of positive self-image on two factors: self-esteem
and power over self and situation.

The relationship between these

two factors and skill level in critical areas became the focal point
for the study.

In order to make the study relevant to the education

of community leaders. the sources of competence were investigated,
particularly as they related to the recognition of the student's
strengths and weaknesses in course work and internships and the
degree of flexibili.ty the student experienced in negotiating course
work and internshipfJ.

The final chapter of this research report is

concerned with conclusions. implications and recommendations.
The following discussion will consider all five research
quesUons and the implications of the results.

Tt will aim for

110
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coherence and unity by focusing on the strengths and weaknesses of
the graduates.

Findings Related to the Competent Self
The analysis of the results related to Questions 1 and 2 supports the notion of the competent self.

Respondents have an excep-

tionally high sense of power over themselves and their situation,
They also rate themselves very highly on current skills in critical
areas.

It can be concluded that the graduates illustrate and verify

the notion of the competent self: they have a positive self-image
and they have high levels of skills.

AU 49 of the respondents fell in

the top 20o/o when compared to managers on power over self and
situation and all but one rated themselves either highly competent or
competent on overall skill level. i.e .• the top two categories on a
five-point Likert scale.

The implications of this will be taken up

later in the discussion.

The fact that respondents did not exhibit

high self-esteem may be the consequence of the need to be selfeffacing in communHy leadership work.

Findings Related to Critical Skills
The graduates exhibit high levels of skills in critical skill
areas according to the results of Question 2.

The sources for those

skills lie in the educational program; the students entered with low
skill levels. emerged with high skill levels. and did not gain greatly
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in skill level between their time of graduation and their participation
in the present survey.
training.

This may have implications for inservice

It seems that some growth. for example in evaluation

(see Figure 7), can take place after graduation.

A survey of whether

community leaders feel they need inservicing in any of the critical
skill areas is indicated.

Of course it is possible that the overall

rating of ''high" satisfies leaders' needs in their professional performance.

However. the fact remains that they did not rate their

current skill levels overall as "very high,"

It has been suggested in the literature (Cameron 1978) that
evaluation and needs assessment have been neglected in the training
of communHy leaders,

The results of the present study would verify

this as these two skills r·ank lowest on completion of the degree.
However. it appears that graduates can compensate for this by onthe-job experience,

This enables them to achieve skill levels com-

parable to the other four skills.
Research skill follows a different pattern when compared to
the other five skills.

It is the lowest on entry. the highest on grad-

uation {exceeding the expectations of students). and it is the only
skill that deteriorates after graduation.

This shows the university

research courses in a very good light and may indicate that the
university should offer in-servicing to counteract the skill deterioration after graduation.
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The fact that the six skills (evaluation, research, needs
assessment, financial matters. communication and policy development) have been identified as applying to each community education
position (university professor, community education director,
superintendent, principal and state department employee) and that
respondents anticipated a high level of training in each may indicate

that core compulsory courses should be offered in each skill area.
It would seem unnecessary that a student who can demonstrate a

high level in a skill should take the relevant course; however, a
check list of critical and essential skill areas could be developed
to pinpoint weaknesses.

Findings and Educational Implications Related to
the Recognition of Individual Strengths and
Weaknesses
The pinpointing of skills already highly developed (strengths)
and those requiring further improvement (weaknesses) has been
shown to be related in this study to more valuable internship experiences as perceived by the student.

It is important to recall that

the graduates found that strengths were only catered for ''moderately
well.

11

Weaknesses were even less well catered for.

the dissertation research raise a range of questions.
strengths and weaknesses be best catered for?

The results of
How can

Is it equally import-

ant to cater for both strengths and weaknesses? What models and
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strategies allow for the provision of strengths and weaknesses?
What dangers and pitfalls exist in this critical area? Should students be involved in the identification and treatment of their own
strengths and weaknesses? Should students be selected on the basis
of their strengths and weaknesses? How does one educate leaders
who are competent?

The remainder of this chapter will address

these very practical issues,
There has been some comment on whether it is more im-

portant to build on strengths or eliminate weaknesses.

Manning

(1976) writes.
It does not take us very long to notice numerous
cases in which a person 1s weaknesses hardly seem to
matter at all. In modern technolOgical society. we do
not have to be good at very much in order to have a
market value . . . . In general, I am greatly in favour of
helping students to develop their strengths . . . . In
fact there are only two circumstances in which I would
seriously worry about a student's weaknesses. The first
circumstance would arise if I detected that a weakness
was holding back the development of a strength. The
second circumstance arises in connection with weaknesses that are sufficiently grave to have some enduring
social stigma attached to them (p. 307).

Snow's (1976) research supports the general strategy of
tailoring instruction to capitalize on students' strengths and preferences.
The manner in which educational programs can best allow
for individual strengths and weaknesses will receive full and
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detailed treatment, but first, some evidence of the diversity of

strengths and weaknesses amongst students will be offered.
There is an extreme diversity in the background of people
entering most careers.

A study of one year's intake of community

leadership students at Western Michigan University found that
The professional backgrounds of the 1977-1978
Fellows included classroom teacher, school counselor,
school principal, recreation consultant, college art
teacher, community development worker, state
department (of education) official, community school
director and college professor. Work experience
backgrounds included Australia, various parts of
America and, in one case, Korea (Prout 1978:34).
Yet in the case of teachers it has been argued that "an
assumed homogeneity of trainee backgrounds and aims lies behind
education courses presented ready-made to prospective teachers"
{Edgar 1974:77).

Edgar believes that educators should carefully

examine the diversity represented in their intake students.

The

differing value orientations and varied professional experiences
make the need to tailor courses to individual and group purposes
obvious.
The recognition that individual strengths and weaknesses
should be built into the educational program is derived from a
tradition that can be traced back to Dewey.

Current proponents

include Gagne (1967). Cronbach (1957. 1967). Glaser (1967). and
Jensen (1967).

The most recent formulations are stated in terms
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of Aptitude-Treatment Interactions.
Salomon (1972) presents a summary of Aptitude-Treatment
Interactions (A, T. I.) in the form of heuristic models of which he
discerns three.

The first model is denoted Remedial.

The func-

tion of its instructional treatments is to lead to the mastery of
certain necessary deficiencies,

The compensatory model aims

to provide the learner with the necessary experiences to overcome
weaknesses but it is not assumed that the deficiencies need to be
remedied (in other words. the skills are non-essential),

The

preferential model seeks to call upon and utilize learners 1 higher
aptitudes.

Salomon (1972) proceeds to introduce several implica-

tions for each of the three models which include a brief discussion
of content, structure. time spent mastering material, and so on.
These variables are treated in a very general and vague way but
the approach represents a promising start.

Unfortunately there

has been little attempt to build on this work.
Messick (1976) has considered the problem of matching
instructional treatments with the learner 1s characteristics and
highlights the complexities and difficulties in his model which is
presented below.
1) The developmental level of the learner, At higher
levels of education where knowledge, ability and
style have crystalized, matching will present even
greater difficulties than at the lower levels.
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2) The subject matter to be learned. The structure
of the discipline varies with the greatest diversification in the humanities and social science areas
which may thus be most responsive to strategies
aiming to individualize,
3) The surrounding context is comprised of the psychological content of the learner 1s ability Patterns
and personality and the environmental content of
social and situational influences.
4) The goals of education. If goals are relatively
inflexible a more directive approach would be
applicable.
Instructional treatments are even greater in their complex-

ity for
In tailoring instructional treatments to learner characteristics one can vary content, level of difficulty,
form of presentation, scope, sequence, schedule of
repetitions. quantity, pace and mathemagenic information. Or one could vary the techniques of instruction
using discovery versus expository methods or Socratic
versus recitation methods; the content structure of
instruction, setting complex versus simple or fixed
versus flexible task requirements; the goal structure
of instruction setting cooperative, competitive or
individualistic goal-attainment conditions; the reinforcement of instruction using extrinsic versus
intrinsic reward systems or personal versus task
feedback; the modality of instruction using visual
versus oral methods or manipulation versus verbalization methods • . • , (Messick 1976:320)
Snow (1970) suggested two devices for matching learner
characteristics to instructional alternatives; one emerged as an
attempt to capitalize on the strengths of the learner. the other to
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compensate for learner weaknesses.

Salomon (1972) added a

third: using remediation to eliminate weakness.
has developed a number of others.

Messick (1976)

Corrective matches rectify

deficiencies in critical skills and knowledge that jeopardize further
progress.

This method is similar to Salomon's (1972) remedial

tt:~chnique.

Its basic characteristic is that instruction is repeated

but is given more slowly and with more repetiHons, L e •• the student is exposed to more of the instruction that was initially unsuc-

cessful.
Compensatory matches comprise the second approach in
which learner weaknesses are offset by providing the mediators.
modalities, or organizing structures that the learner has difficulty
providing himself or by arranging a situation whereby the learner's
disablement is neutralized.

These usually involve manipulating

informational processing. motivational states or general abilities,
e.g .• visual memory supports might help an anxious individual who
has difficulty remembering the intermediate steps he took in solving
a problem,
Capitalizing matches concentrate on the strengths of learners
and conforms to Salomon's (1972) preferential matching.

This

matching would ignore deficiencies, attempting to neither correct
them or compensate for them, e. g., students who have conceptual
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ability might be encouraged to use mediational methods.

Personality

characteristics, cognitive style or modes of operating are the most
likely traits interacting in capitalization matches.

Combination matches make use of combinations of the above
three matches for none of these is conflicting to any other and can
operate simultaneously.

Challenge matches are deliberate mismatches in which a
deliberate attempt is made to create conflict between treatment
components and learner characteristics to challenge the learner to
change, to become more flexible and to increase the variety of
strategies and modes of functioning at his disposal either by replacing
ineffective strategies with preferred ones (substitutive mismatching)
or fostering curiosit.Y or creativity (stimulative mismatching),

Identifying Strengths and Weaknesses
Cognitive style will emerge as increasingly important in
delineating and identifying strengths and weaknesses.

This perspec-

tive may shorten the process of determining just what configuration
best describes a student.

Witkin (1976), for example, discovered

important differences when comparing field-dependent and field-independent students,

Field-dependent students can be distinguished from

field-independent students in a simple laboratory test lasting only
minutes,

Witkin claims that, at the level of higher education, this

has consequences for student interest, preferences and achievements;
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field-independent students have strengths in analytical skills such as
the physical and biological sciences, mathematics, engineering and
technical and mechanical activities.

The field-dependent students

showed preference for and higher achievement in domains featuring
interpersonal relations and day-to-day work with people, for example,
the social sciences, rehabilitation counseling, elementary school
teaching, social science teaching, persuasive activities, the human-

ities, office managing and selling real estate.

More importantly,

there is evidence connecting cognitive style with performance within
a given domain.

Thus first-year graduate students in a program in

clinical psychology were significantly more field dependent than
students entering a program entailing clinical psychology (Witkin
1976).

Field dependence also seems to affect the ease with which

vocational and educational choices are made, and whether students
shift in the choice of their majors in college (Witkin 1976).

Although

there is no research evidence to support it at the college level, there
has been conjecture that matching the cognitive styles of student and
teacher may be an important way to minimize failure and maximize
success.

It has been shown that matched students and teachers are

more likely to see each other in positive terms than mismatched
pairs. (Witkin 1976).

Crookes (1976) demonstrated that cognitive

style varied according to instructional area and that there was a high
degree of similarity between teaching styles and cognitive styles of
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community college faculty according to instructional area.

This may

have implications for the interaction cognitive styles of teacher and
student.

From this it seems clear that identifying cognitive style may
be as important as intelligence testing,
11

As Witkin (1976) points out:

Cognitive ways offer promise of a rich. complex and comprehensive

way of characterizing individuals . . • an individual's cognitive pat-

tern represents his unique cognitive makeup including areas of
strengths and weaknesses 11 (p. 72),

Problems in Identifying Strengths and Weaknesses
Labeling theory has important implications for the present

study. and in particular it offers a number of cautions related to the
process of identifying the strengths and weaknesses of students entering the program.

Rist (1975) has argued that the potency of the label

for a student is such that it can act as a self-fulfilling prophecy.

The

point is well made in the following statement by Rist:
Oftentimes, the evaluation by teachers (which may lead
to the label of "bright", "slow'', "strong in this area 11 ,
"weak in this skill 11 ) is based on first hand information
gained through face-to-face interaction during the course
or the time the teacher and student spent together in the
classroom. But a goodly amount of information about the
student which informs the teacher's evaluation is secondhand information. For instance, comments from other
teachers, test scores, prior report cards, permanent
records, meeting with parents . . • . Johnson (1973) has
suggested that there are three key determinants of teacher
evaluations: student's prior performance (grades, test
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scores, etc.), social status characteristics. and present
performance (1975:296),
Once an image of a student's ability has been formed and a
label attached the teacher is likely to treat the student in such a way
as an inaccurate or inappropriate judgment may be confirmed.
Rosenthal and Jacobson (1968), for example. showed that when
teachers were told certain randomly selected students were intellectual ''spurters 11 or ''bloomers," these students were in fact achieving
higher results than nonselected students after a year's instruction.
Standardized tests do affect teachers' expectations of students' performance.

They are. in fact, prejudiced by the information they

receive about a student's ability.

Similarly it has been shown that

physical appearance and social class affects teachers' expectations
(Clifford & Walster 1973).

Rowe (1969) discovered that teachers

waited longer for a bright student's response than for a low-achieving student.

Further~

once a student has been

labeled~

it has been

posited that this will cause the student to become that which he is
labeled as being.

Once others' expectations become self-expecta-

tions, subsequent behavior will be influenced.

Of course, a student

may not change his self -expectations in accordance with the label;
he

may~

in fact, resist or overcome the label in such a way as the

teacher changes his expectations.
This discussion is relevant to the present study in a number
of ways.

First~

the identification of strengths and weaknesses should
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be completed on the basis of tt being an interactive process between
professor and student in which the perceptions of both play an important part.

Secondly, the wider the range of objective analyses, the

more likely the student's profile of strengths and weaknesses will be
"objectively 11 accurate.

Thirdly, the student's profile will frequently

require updating and correcting as new skills are seen as relevant.

as misconceptions about the student's abilities are revealed and as
the student acquires abilities and overcomes his weaknesses.
Finally, the student's profile should be constructed on the basis of

numerous perceptions.

Past employers, field supervisors, fellow

students and past and present colleagues should all contribute.

But

the critical factor remains the involvement of the student in the identification of his own strengths and weaknesses.

This approach is

more likely to induce responsibility for success and failure and. as
Cradall et al. (1965) have shown, this factor is most likely to be
associated with scholastic success.

Self-Matching
The way strengths and weaknesses are to be determined and
the matching between student ability and instructional strategies is
to be achieved raises the critical question of self-matching which is
seen by some as the means of fostering independence and ultimate
competence (Nardine 1971).

Self-matching is seen as an important

and integral part of adult education.

Students need to be provided
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with sufficient information to make a sound decision.

By sampling

learning alternatives and teaching strategies, students can place
themselves in better positions to make judgments.

Students need to

be made aware of the range of skills they will need in the positions
to which they aspire.

Such approaches will involve initial uncertainty

if premature closure is to be avoided,

Messick (1976) suggests

"course fairs" in which students are exposed to unfamiliar content,
orientation and method.

Educational television could publicize and

demonstrate such options widely.

Barrall and Hill (1977) have

demonstrated the futility of offering options when students are used
to the traditional lecture-discussion method.
strates how G.

P.A~

Their study also demon-

course content, class standing. etc •• influence

choice.

Selection of Students
One of the issues raised in Chapter I of the present study was
the matter of student selection for graduate education.

A strong

argument can be made not only for the identification of strengths and
weaknesses on entry to the program but also for the selection of
students who have particular strengths.
The writing of Wallach (1976) is relevant to the problem of
graduate selection.

He cites Keppel's remarks

Recruitment and selection . . . are major responsibilities
of a university in American life • . . . By the success or
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failure of their programs of recruitment and selection
graduate and professional schools tend for a generation
to influence the activity and the stand of the professions
they serve • . . , One may even argue that the policies
and programs which bring such future leaders to the
profession may be more important than the academic
training programs themselves (p, 179).
Wallach rejects the traditional approach which emphasizes
intellectual ability test scores and academic achievement as the

sole criteria by drawing attention to overwhelming research evidence
suggesting that for students scoring within the middle and upper part
of the range for the usual indexes of intellective ability and academic
achievement little or no relationship exists between their scores
and talented attainments in real life,

He concludes that the best candi-

dates for graduate selection are those who demonstrate the possession
of particular strengths which the graduate program hopes to nourish
toward ultimate display in professional roles.

Wallach thus focuses

on forms of conduct which possess intrinsic significance, not on
extrinsic performances such as tests which are believed to be related
to professional success,
For example, candidates for law school with histories
of high competence in political leadership activities and
debating probably are more likely to make meaningful
contributions to the advocacy, mediation, and advicegiving aspects of legal work than are candidates who
possess only the highest academic records (p. 201).
Whilst there are some who would take issue with Wallach 1S
position (Hudson [1976], for example, suggests that some individuals
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are not very predictable,

neither their academic record nor any

other attainment can accurately predict success in higher education.
and Mattfeld (1976) sees the problem not in the controversality of
Wallach 1s proposals but in the resistance they have always encountered by the bulk of faculties), his arguments make for powerful
statements about the need to revise selection procedures.

In terms

of the present study, this underlines the importance of precursors
based on competence; Wallach terms this method !!persistence forecasting.

11

11

The best candidates for graduate students would seem

to be those who already show forms of competence 11 (p. 188).

By

competence, Wallach means talented attainments and a certain level
of skills.

To this the present study would add a sense of being

able to change circumstances to accomplish personal and social
goals, for it is clear from the discussion related to Question lb
that community leadership students are very different in this respect; that is, they possess this characteristic before they enter the
program or they acquire it during the program.

This is a critical

issue which further study could profitably investigate,

Training for Competence
The present study has shown that graduates are high in skills
and in self-image (Factor F).

There is a good deal of support for

the notion of the competent self.

What are the implications of this
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for training? What approaches, strategies and techniques will
stimulate the development of the competent self?
Wallach (1976) is concerned to point out that

There has been increasing awareness that a large part of
the academic preparation required for certification to
carry on various occupations is, in fact, irrelevant to
competence at the lines of work in question, while forms
of training that would be relevant often receive minimal
attention (p. 205).
and proceeds to argue for the application of the apprenticeship
system to graduate education.
Apprentices were selected on the basis of apparent
skill to perform tasks required for a given type of work.
Training consisted in practice at those tasks, first as an
apprentice and later as a journeyman • • . • Ultimate
certification depended upon demonstrated competence at
the repertoire of activities in question . • . • If apprenticeship is to become the training paradigm for graduate
education, then the vocations to be taught must be reflected
in the activities of the faculty. Apprenticeships are
available, in other words, only in those areas for which
faculty members can serve as suitable models . . • •
When the vocational goal is research competence, it is
practice in research that is needed. An appropriate
apprenticeship in this occupational direction is one that
will veridically reflect the professional role expectations
to be encountered later (pp. 206-209).
Edgar {1975) reinforces this approach by pointing out that
research supports the idea that focused commentary on model performances and constructive feedback iS far more effective than
unstructured situations in improving teaching behavior.

Edgar's

argument is for a far more focused approach to teacher and pupil
behavior.

The apprenticeship model is also supported in these
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remarks:
11 When we practice what we preach, our trainee students
are more likely to adopt the same styles of teaching . . .
Yet we cling to lectures to describe group work, big
classes to discuss individual differences. the confines of
the college to preach our understanding of the community.
(1975:13)

Edgar (1975) demands that students have the opportunity to

practice the required skills. not merely study them. but the real
challenge is to provide learning environments that are experientially
based and take form as learning laboratories.

These will take many

forms: social context laboratories. all of which would promote conditions for the attainment of the necessary skills for competent role
performance and the personal sense of control. i.e •• the competent

self.
In community leadership education. group learning laboratories
in which students conduct group discussions based on their explanations of the theory of community leadership through an examination
of psychology. sociology and management would be valuable.

Thus.

they would be learning about theory as well as aspects of group leadership whilst their peers learned observation and listening skills.
The social context laboratory would provide opportunities to
directly observe and analyze communities.

The social action labor-

atory would stimulate attempts to activate. organize and stimulate
neighborhood groups around issues.

The political act1on laboratory
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would provide opportunities to visit politicians and explain the major
political forces shaping community leadership and perhaps to attempt
to help shape those forces by organizing petitions.

The goal of all

these learning experiences would be to create competent practiUoners
in community leadership through an action-based approach.

Intern-

ship would play an even more significant role in this by varying in

length of

time~

increasing the possible options available and develop-

ing on the basis of interactions between student, university supervisor. and the internship field so that students can pursue their own
development and develop their own particular competencies.

The Internship and the Development of
Competence
Internships deserve special treatment in this discussion of
the implications following the development of the competent self for
it is in this area that self-image needs to be treated with great
care,
Interns need to be encouraged in the knowledge that their
special concerns and competencies will be protected in the internship setting.

Interns often find the internship experience

traumatic~

for their own self-image is often under attack as they find themselves in totally unfamiliar surroundings where many of their
usual skills and responses are either inappropriate or inadequate,
At the same time interns want to make use of the talents that
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are theirs.

One survey of community education interns reported.

The primary feeling of doctoral fellows was that the community school directors should be more accepting, enthusiastic and supportive with respect to the presence and
potential contributions of fellows (Coats 1970:45).

An Integrated, Individualized, Educational
Experience
At the same time, the integration of classroom, laboratory
and field experiences is critical if the aim is to develop competencies
within the individual.

The student is not a different person simply

because he or she moves from a classroom in a Michigan University
to a community center in San Francisco or Chicago.

The individual

integrates the disparate experiences simply because he or she experiences them through one set of senses and through one mind.

In the

context of the present study, the student will have the same set of
strengths and weaknesses whether he is in the classroom or the field.
Weaver (1976) has written,
Inasmuch as it is not feasible to delay development of the
specific skills required of the community educatOr until he
is on the job and since such skills are not likely to be
developed in the traditional classroom setting alone,
strategies must be developed relating classroom, laboratory and field experiences during the training process
to assure development of basic leadership skills (p.Z~.

Conclusion
If the individual's needs, strengths and weaknesses are to be

at the center of the competence model, then a careful analysis of
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these needs and a close and careful matching in courses, programs
and field experiences is warranted.

The training programs will be

as different as these differing needs and there is a need to see new
ways and new possibilities for catering for these differing potentials.
Some will need highly structured programs, step-by-step recipes
for success which will build confidence; some will need to be shaken
out of their lethargy and passivity by being exposed to intensive and
perhaps traumatic experiences; some will need freedom and flexibility to try out the competencies they suspect they already have:
some will need to be given responsibilities for projects and programs

to deepen the capacities they know they already have; some will
possess certain skills but be deficient in others; some will need to
be given the opportunity to improve their human skills; some will
need to develop the ability to work at the conceptual level.
The full range of skills and competencies must be known, as
well as the experiences that individuals bring with them when they
enter the educationalized program.

These profiles will only be con-

structed after careful diagnosis involving group discussions. diagnostic test batteries and in-depth interviewing.
Unless the community educator is secure and confident in his
own skills and abilities. unless he is aware of his own strengths and
weaknesses and is confident that he can maximize his strengths and
understand and improve his weaknesses, he will not be able to facilitate
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the communities with which he works, for the very nature of his
work involves maximizing the potential of others.
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APPENDIX A
QUESTIONN«IRE

The 1tudy is being conducted for the following
1.
z.

r"a~ons:

To generate i.Uormation relevant to training programs in community educatioo,
To provide a basis for decision-making and planning regal'ding collage and university training

programs in community education.
3.

To provide the C, S. Matt Foundation with information rt>levant to training programs.

4.

To provide Western Michigan University graduates in community education with ideas and
auggestioo3 Cor pro"!iding servkes in the Cield of community education~-a copy of the Cinal rP.oort
o£ the studv

5,

,...;.u

be sent to all respondents of this ouestionnaire.

To provide the ~o.nununity Education Development Genter at Western Michigan University with
feed-back on its ov.-n training program.

The questionnaire is !:lased upon a "Self Actualization Battery" developed by W. J. Reddin, 1976, and
upon a "Community Education Competencies" study directed by Dr. Brian P. Miller at The Southwest
Rep~:~al Center for Corrl!'nunity Education Development, Arizona S~te University.
Please give this questionn:1ire high priority. Read the instructions to each section carefully.
Complete anonymity of res;oor.dents is assured, Should you have any problems with the instructions for
completing any section of t.'>e questionnaire, please call Brian Moroney collect at (616) 383-0047,
Would you return the questionnaire in the stamped, addrened envelope provideU by Decembe.- Z3, 1977.
Thank you for your cooperation,

Donald C, Weaver, Director
Community Education Development Center
Depa.-tment of Educational Leadership
College o£ Education
Western Michigan University
Kalamazoo, Michigan 49008
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Do not write in any column marked ''CC''.

lli.!!!.=
1. List all profession"! work experiences~ you completed your doctorate in community
education at Western Michigan University:
e.g,, Classroom Teacher, California, 1950-55
Social Worker, ~laine, 1955-60

Z. Overall, how would

)'OUr competence in your present position?

)'O~ ~ate

USE TIHS SCALE:
Highly <:ompetent

Mar.agi::s O.K.
Maoagin~;

could imf>rove

Struggling to get by

3. How would you score each o£ t!1e following as constituting an lmport,.nt in!luence in the
dev~~>lopmento!your-competence?

USE THIS SCALE-

Respor~d

Very important
Quite important
Important
Little importanca
Least importance

to EACH item:
Score 5
Score >0
Score 2
Score 1

b. 1

Formal courses at WMU

b, 2

Internship e;q>eriences

6. 3

On the joh

6. 4

On the job experience PRiOR to commencing doctorate at WMU

6,5

Other(pleas':specif}·beiow)

expe~ience

since gradu3ting
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4,

Overall, how well did the following aspects o£ the doctod.te recognize and allow you to
build on your strengths in relation to community eduo;ation?
Item: Formal course work

Item: Intern3h.ip
USE T.f:US SCALE
Very well
Quite well
Adequate
Not well
Inadequate

5.

Qverall, how well did the following aapecta o£ the doctorate recognize and eliminate or
diminish your~ in relation to community education?

lli.!:!!:

Formal course work

Item: Internship
USE THIS SCALE
Very well
Quite well
Adequate
Not well
Inadequate

0.

Overall, how flexible were university pro!esson and Held supervisor>< in allowing you to
do what~ <:O<lSidered im?ortant in community education?

lli!:!=

7.

lli'!!=

Forma! course work
Check ( V l one:

~

USE THIS SCALE

Internship
Check ( V)

Highly fie:ctble
Quite Clexible
Flel<ihle
Somewhat flexible
Inflexible

""'ll:

§

How would you rate your community C!ducation internship experience?
USE THIS SCALE:
El<trcmel>· valuable
Highly valuable
Quite valuable
Some value
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Instructions for Answering the Fotlowi.n'l! Questions*

Read the fi'l'st set of three statements (A, B, C) and decide to what extent you agree witl1 each.
Assign exactly th'l'ee ()) points among the three statements. '!he more points you give a statement the
more you agree with it,
Example 1. Suppos<! you agree with Statement A but not at aU with any of the others; then you would
distribute your points in this way<

Statement A
StatementB
StatementC
Example z. Suppose in another group of statements you agree somewhat with Statement B, disagre.e
with Statement C, and don't totally disagree with Statement A; then you would distribute the th'l'ee points
this way:

Statement A
StatementB
Sta.temer.t C

Now P'l'oceed to Item

~umber

One

NOTE: Assign only 3 points to any one question.

1,

z.

A.

I wish. that I ?lad more good meals,

B,

I wish thM I could buy a bigger insurance policy.

C.

I wish. that I had more friends.

A.

! wish L could be more certain o£ security in my old age.

B.

I wish that 1 had more people to t<Llk to,

C,

1 wish t.'tat I could improve my knowledge.

1 wish t.'lat my job had more p'l'e&tige,

-1,

S,

B.

1 wish that I had a busi:1ess o! my own.

C.

1 wish that I could realize my Cull ;>otentlal.

•11. .

1 wish that my futu'l'e were more certain.

B.

I wish more pilople though.t highly of me.

C.

I wish thae 1 could achieve more of my personal goals,

A.

lwishthati could get more rest,

B,

1 would Hke to be able to meet more people,

C,

1 wish that I W<!re more ir.de9endent than 1 a.m,
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1'!Q1._g; Assign onlr 3 points to any one question.
6,

7,

8,

9.

lC,

t:,

lZ.

· 13,

14.

A.

I wish that I had b-etter health.

B.

1 wish that t were not alone as much as 1 am.

C.

I wish that I could think more independently.

A,

I wish I knew a saie way out of my present situation,

B.

I wish that 1 were more respected.

C,

1 wish that I could deV"elop myself more than 1 have.

A.

I wish that I were In better physical condition.

B.

I wiah that 1 could have more people to guide aod direct.

C,

1 wish that I could have the freedom to accomplish what I know 1 can.

A.

I wish that I could change my weight.

5,

I wish that I worked for myself.

C.

I wish that 1 had much more ~kill in severd areas,

A.

I ..,_.i.sh I could plan bdter {or a sale future,

B.

1 wish that 1 could please people.

C.

t wish that l got more recognition !or th.e good thing~ 1 do.

A,

1 wish th11.t I had more friends who would listen to me.

3,

I

C.

I wish that 1 c:ould learn more,

wi~h

that 1 questioned more of the things 1 am told.

A.

I wish that I had more time to spend relaxing.

B,

1 wish that 1 could be more certain o[ comfort in my old age,

C.

I ""ish that I took a more prornini!nt part in conversationo.

A.

1 wish thac I could have more education,

3,

I wish that i knew more people.
~auld

C.

I ..,ish that I

A.

1 Yd9h that I could sleep more,

think more for mysell.

B.

1 wish that i asaociated with more community leaders,

C,

1 wish

15.

tha~ i

could have more control o•ter determlnlng what 1 am to do,

1 Wi3h that 1 kn"w better ways of gaining nttention.
B.

1 wish t.'lnt I got more interest !rom others,

C.

I wish that I could get some good advice about what t should do,

HB
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
§§
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16.

17,

ta.

l';o.

20.

A.

I wish that 1 h.ad more close friends,

C.

1

A,

1 wish that I could make more important decisions,

B.

1 wish. that 1 had much mo>:e money saved.

C.

l wish that l had a more comfortable place to wo>:k.

25.

~ish

th.at I had more comfortable furniture to use.

A.

I wish that I were more detennined.

B.

1 wi"h th.at l had more friends among those 1 work with.

C,

1 wish that I had a bigge:' pension coming to me.

A,

1 wish that 1 could achieve all of my personal objectives,

B.

I wish t."'at I did no't so readily accept decisions made by others,

C.

I wish that I could avoid hurting the feelings oi others,

A,

I wish that I cou!d make fewer explanations of why I do things,

B.

I wish that travelling were safer,

C.

I wish that I could go to a doctor more often,

B.

1 wish other people would do what 1 ask them.

C.

I wish that I got more exercise,

I wish that I could continually improve myseli,

22.

24,

1 wish that I could have more sell-confidence,

B.

21.

Z3,

Auign only 3 pointa to any one question.

I "'ish that I could spend less time and effort on unimportant things,
B.

I wish that people did not disagree with me so much.

C,

I v.ish that I knew more people outside ol work.

A,

I wish that I coul:l do more worthwhile things.

B.

I wish that I had more authority,

C.

I wish that 1 were more cautious,

A,

I v.ish that 1 could develop myself to the fullest extent,

B.

1 wish that i could have more influence on oth.ers.

C,

I wiah that 1 played more sports.

A,

I wish that 1 eould do every job welL

B.

I wish that I had a more interesting personality,

C,

1 wish that 1 could do something a.bout my health,
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Zb.

Z7,

Z3.

Assign only 3 points to ilny one question,

A,

I wi'llh. that I could take much more pride in the kind o£ work l do,

B,

l wi'llh that I had a more stead)· and 3ecure joO,

C,

1 wish that I could do 'llomethins: about the phy'llical conditions at

wor!~.

A,

I wi'llh that 1 were financially independ•mt.

B.

1 wish that I had more pride in myself and in what! do and know~

C.

I wish that I could talk about more topics of interest to ot!ters,

A.

1

B.

I wish that I were more important.

C.

I wish I had more guidelines !or

wi~h

that 1 could make more of my own decisions,

decidi:~g

what to do.

""'5el! Actualization Ba~tery. '' W. J. Reddi.n, 1976.

Fredericton, ~. B,, Canada E38 4Y9.
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IMPORTA..-..T:
TO BE COMPLETED ONLY BY THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED AS UNIVERSITY/COLLEGE .
PERSONNEL tN FIELD OF COMMUNITY EDUCA TlON AT Ai~Y TIME SINCE GRADUATING FROM
WMU WITH ED. D.

Instructions for Anawe:-in<>

O<~estion.~

To answer each item In this section of the questionnaire:
First; check (VI one of the five boxes rMing your skill level

~you

attended WMU--BEFORE WMU;

Then; check ( \/) one of the five boxes rating, at the time of entrv to the orosram your~
skill level upon completing yo<~r doc:torate--A."lTlCIPATED COMPLETED DEGREE·
Then; check ( Vl one of the five boxes rating yo<1r
ACTUAL COMPLETED DEGREE·

~skill

level upon completing your doctorate--

Finally; check ( V) one of the five boxes rating your current skill level--CURRENT SKILL.

USE TIDS SCALE:
Very Higll
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing O.K.
Managi.ng: could improve
St>:uggling to get by
Very
Low

EXA.\iPLE ITEM:
Chairing a meeting.
A..'\TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

~:

1.

Utili~ing

vario<1s comm<~nication
technlq<~u in transmitting all types
o£ information to publi.c.

I
I

BEFORE W!o.1U
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COM?LETED DEGREE

I

CURRENT SKILL

~.

Utili:c:iog a variety of teaching
methods.

I

BEFORE WMU
COMPLETED DEGREE

~~~~'Z.~TED DEGREE

I

CURRENT SKILL

3. Evaluating

st~dent

performanc;e.

BEFORE

W~IU

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
C01<1Pt.ETED DEGREE
CURRE;'-l'T SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:

Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Cnmpetent
Managing 0. K.
Managing; c:o11ld improve
Struggling to get by
SCALE

Very
Hil!i..
4, Assisting students in process of
research,

Hi h

a e

Low

Very
Low

BEFORE WMU
A."''TIClPA'I"ED
COMPLE'I"ED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

5, Interpreting research findings and
explaining them to non· research
people,

BEFORE WMU

CURRENT SKILL

6, Conductin!l personal :research
studies on a continuin!l·.-b<uis,

BEFORE WMU
A..... TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKlLL

7, Assisting in poticy developt:tent in
community education.

i
I

BEFORE WMU
A.'lTlCIPATED
COMPLETED DEGRE<::
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKlLL

5. Developing procedurl!s tn ;useu
center prn!lrams and procl!ss
ellectiveness,

BEFORE WY.U
A."''TlCIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKiLL

9. P:eparing and managing a budget.

BEFORE WMU
A."'TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKlLL

10. Auesdng needs of practitioners.
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKlLL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Ve>:yHigh

Hi gil
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing O.K.
Managing: could improve
Struggling to get by
Very
Hih

11. Developing appropriate pre-service
aod in-service progranu.

SCALE
Avera e
Low

Hih

Very
Low

BEFORE WMU
ANT[CIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

12. Selecting relevant instructional eon.tent balled on authoritative literature
in the field.

BEFORE WMU
AN'T[CIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

13. Developing sho'tt and long te'tm goals
!or community education,

I

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

14. Developing graduate community edll·
cation programs,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

15, Ap?lyiog research methods,

BEFORE WMU
.~TlCIPATED

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
CO~tPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:-IT SKILL

lb, Ani!lting local <Oommllnitiesininitial
development of 10ommunity edllcation,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

17, Finding sources of !llm!in!l {distriet
budgets, finandal management).

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLET£D DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High.
High.
Average

Low
Very Low

High.ly competent
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by
SCALE
Very
Hih

18. Assisting local commWliti.es in
on-going eval\lations.

Hih

ae

Low

Very
Low

BES'OR.E WMU
A.L'I'TIClPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

19. Collecting, maintaining and making
a.vallable evaluation instr=ents,

BES'OREWMU
Al'~ITiClP!\T£0

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURREN"' SKILL

20. Developing programs of studies with
students.

BEFORE WMU
A.L'l'TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

!I, .following \IP on training ef!ectivencs"
on graduates in the Held,

BEFORE

W~W

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURREZ.<T SKILL

2.l, Coordinating resources to mal'cimize
Center program.

Z3. O't'ganizing and planning activities
of the Center,

BEFORE WMU
A>'I'TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

BES'ORE WMU
ANT!ClPA TED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE..'I'T SKILL

Z4, Maintaining recorda of Cent .. r
operations.

BEFORE WM'J
ANTICl?ATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average
L~

Very Low

Highlycompeter:~.t

Competent
Managlns 0. K.
M.anaglng: could improve
Struggling to get by

~~~ry I'-ll
25. Utilizing interdiscipli.na.ey resources of
Wliversity, community, local school
cllst~e"lcts and state department.

SCALE
Aver-

v..,y

BEFOREWMU
AI.~TlClPATED

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

26, Puuulns iUld utilizing innovative ideas
in operatione of Center.

... i

•'·

BEFORE\VMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:>lT SKILL

27. Assisting local communities wlth
ln-servl.ce activitiee, ·:

I

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE

CURRENT SKILL

ZS. Having planned, continuous two- ....·ay
communication ""ith various pubUcs,

BEFOP.EWMU
AI.~TICIPATED

COMPLETED DECREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

29. E:ncouraglng reeearch at local level.

BEFORE \VMU
A..~TICIP.AT£0

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

30, Making effective pre.untatlon• to
varioWI audiences,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

31. Uelng non-verbal communication
t01chnlq,uots.

BEFORE W).IU
A..'llnCIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE.-.T SKILL
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USE THIS SCALEl
Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by
SCALE
Very
Low

32. Establishing rapport in order to relate
ef!ec;:tlvely and to interact with individuals and groups.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

33. Listening eilectively to various
audietu:u.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

34. Assisting students with c;:areer
?lanning.

BEFORE WMU
.A.o.-.:TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

3~.

Rec:ogni~i::~g

and assisting students
wit.;, personal problems.

I

BEFORE \V}.1U
ANTICIP •.>,.TED
COMPLETr>D DEGREE

I
I

CURRE:-I'T SKILL

3?. Assisting local communities in selection

o: stai£,

I

Al'iTIClPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

I

CURRENT SKILL

37. EHablishing effective liaison with
appropriate community and educational agencies,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED Dr-'GREE
ACTUAL
C0!-.1PLETED DEGREE

I
I

CURRENT SKILL

38, Assuring that Center personnel work
cooperatively with OV<i!rall institution.

BEFORE w:-.W

I

A.'ITICIPA 'tED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:O.:T SKILL

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
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USE THIS SCALE:

Very High
High
Average

Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by
Very
Hi h

39. Recruiting, identifying and

~creening

potential community education leaders
and students,

SCALE
Averao;te
Low

Hi~;h

Very
Low

BEFORE WMU
AN11CIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

40. Assisting in establishing a dimate for
community education to take place:
acceptance of program, sharing of
information and involvement of other
people,

BEFORE \'fMU

I

.Ai'ITICIPATED
COMPLET:SD DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

41. Facilitating group action to enhance
community education objectives,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMP!...ETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

->Z. :Sstablishing a con~istent and acceptable leadership 3tyle.

BEFORE W,_1U
.Ai'ITIC!PATED
COMPLETE:D DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

43, Demonstrating personal behavior and
leadership style appropriate for
ao:cornpHshing stated goal~.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

Communio:at\ng efledlvely with a
number of o:ultural groups and
audleno:es.

BEFORE W)..tU
.Ai'ITICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:-;T SKILL

45. Demonstrating e££ectlve public and
personal speaking skills.

BEFORE W:MU

I

ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competer:t
Competent
Managing 0, K,
Managing: could improve
Struggling to get by
Very
H'h

46. Building a public relation11 package
!or the University Center.

SCALE
Averae
Low

Very
Low

Hih

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

47. Communicating co[r.mun.ity education
concepts.

BEFORE WMU
.A...'iTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

48. Exercising initiativ~ i~ 'implement>~.·
tio11 of goals, prog•am.s and ideas,

.;9, Unde•standing

;-e3ea~ch

methods.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

BEFORE Wl'o.W
.A...'iTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE

~~~~~TED DEGREE

l

I

CURRENT SKILL

~0.

Being knowledgeable of relevant
:-esea;-ch,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

Please list he;-e any othe;- skills that you
believe a'l'e critical in your work. Indicate
your skill lev~l in these skilh as you havt!
dor:e for the above items,

51.----------

BEFORE WMU
A.'ITICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE!><T SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average

Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Managing; c:ould improve
Struggling to get by
SCALE
Low

sz. - - - - - - - - - - -

Very
Low

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

I

CURRENT SKILL

BEFORE WMU
5l, - - - - - - - - - - -

AJ.'\j'TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE

~~~~~TED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

"· - - - - - - - - - - -

!
I

I

BEFORE WMU
Al'STICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGR;:;E
CURRENT SKILL

''· - - - - - - - - -

I

I

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGR E.:E
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:-iT SKILL
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IMPORTA..~T:

TO BE COMPLETED O~LY BY THOSE WHO HAVE BEE:1 E.\lPLOYED AS PRL.'\fClPALS IN SCHOOL
WITH COMMUNITY EDUCATiON PROCRAMS AT ANY TIME SiNCE ORADUAnNO FROM WMU
WITH ED, D.
In&tl'uctions lor Answering Question&

To a-:aswel' each item. in this

s~ction

o£ the q,ueati.onnaire:

Fir&tl c:heck (\/)one of the five boxe!l rating youl' skill level before youatteruled WMU--BEF0RE WMU•
Then; check ( Vl one oi L"r.e flve bo:xoa ra.tia:g, at tho time of entry to th~ program, your~
sldlllevel upon completing your cloctorate--A.''lTICIPA.TED COMPLETED DECREE;
Then; check ( Vl one of the five boxes l'ating your .!.E.!!!!! skill level upon completing your doctorate-·
ACTUAL COMPLETED DECREE·
Flnally1 cbec:k (VI one of the five boJCes rating

your~

skill level--CURRENT SKILL,

CSE THIS SCALE:

·-; •'•

Very High
High
Avel'age
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managlog 0. K.
Managing; coW.d improve
Stl'uggling to get by
Vel'y
Hiqh,

Chairing a meeting,

CURR~T

v
v
v

SKILL

BEFORE WMU

Vuy
Low

v

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

1• .Employinil 10und research techniques,

SCALE
AverLow
o••

Hh1h

•

A."lTlCIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

~.

:::m?loying procedure& fol' establbbing
Ol'Jauizational goa.ls.

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DECREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED D£GREE
CURRENT SKILL

3. Evaluating community education program& in :relation to educa.t\onal p:rogramgo~t.h,

BEFORE WMU
A.'ITlClPATEO
COMPLETED DECREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High.
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing O.K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by
Very
Hih

4. Utili:z:ing evaluative data to modify
eommunity edueation program.

Aver·
ae

Low

Very
Low

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE

CURRENT SKILL

5, Applying problem identification and
aniLlysis procedures,

Hih

BEFORE WMU

I

BEFORE WMU
Al.'lTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

6, Providing personnel'needed to conduct
continuous research and evaluation,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

7, Evaluating competence o£ Building
Community Education Directors,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL

8. Clari!)dng roles and responsibilities.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRE::"<T SKILL

9. Planning public relations program
relating to community education.

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
AC'IUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

10. Planning all phases of community education program consistomt with the
la.wstha.t relate to financing community education.

BEFORE WMU
A.'lTJCtPATED
COMPLETED DECREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGRE8
CURRENT SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average

Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by
Very
Hi h

11. Supervising assessment of program needs
with the help o£ the community.

AverLow

Very
Low

BEFORE WMU
A."<TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURil.ENT SKILL

IZ, Establishing public: relations program
relating to community <:ducation.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICiPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

13, Organizing programs with cornmuntty
education staif in harmony with financial reso>.u'c:es available,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

l..;, Supervising and managing financial

affairs relatlng to district and agency
funds.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED oi::GiiEE
CURRDST SKILL

15, Supervising community education program implementation,

BEFORE

W~tiU

AJ."{TlCIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

16, Su;>en<islng ;>Ianning and scheduling
in accordanc" with avaUable !adlities
and equipment.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

17, Supervising planning of lnstru.ctional
and curricular programs.

BEFORE WMU
A.."HIClPATED
CO).lPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL
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USE TinS SCALE:

Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing O. K.
Managing: could improve
Struggling to get by
SCALE

Very
Hih.

18. Establhhing a public information pro~
gram with. two~ way flow of information
and recommendations.

Aver~

Hlh

ae

Low

Very
Low

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

19. Supervising Buildl.ng Community
Education Directors.

BEFORE WMU
AJ.'I'TlCIPATEO
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKlLL

ZO. Recruiting and selectin~ competent
Building Community Education
Directors.

BEFORE WMU
AJ.'lnCIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:\T SKILL

Z!. Auisting in th.e development o£ a
productiYe eommurlity edueation
eounc:il.

BEFORE WMU
COMPLETED DEGREE
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

Z2. Y.aintalning a productive community
education council.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

23. Assessing climate of faeulty and
community toward community
education.

24. Generating and malntaininil a supportive
attitude with sta!£ and comm\lnity.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

BEFORE WMU
.WTIC!PATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURREXT SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing O.K.
Managing; o;ould improve
Struggling to get by
SCALE
AverLow

25. Working through conflict situations,

Very
Lw

BEFORE WMU
A..~TlCIPATED

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

2.&, Serving as liaison between school and
board o£ education, district offices,
Building Com:nunity Education Director
a:1d community,

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

27, Identifying and utili~ in; community
::esources which alfec~ ~ucceas!ul oper~
ation o£ the comrnunit{'edueation pro~
gram,

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

I
i

CURRENT SKILL

__ , Comprehending and implementing
poliey and goals consistentwit.'l distriet
philosophy.

BEFORE WMU
A..'l'TICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

29. Interpreting research. data,

BEFORE W:O.IU
A..~TlCIPATED

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:O:T SKILL
Please li5t here any other skilh• that you
believe are critical in your work. Indicate
you:' skill level in the3e ski.lls .,s you have
done !or the above ite:ns.
BEFORE WMU
30. - - - - - - - - - - -

A.~TICIPATED

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

High.ly competent
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by
SCALE
Very
Hi h

Very
Hi.

BEFORE WMU

31. - - - - - - - - - - -

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

"· - - - - - - - - - - -

BEFORE WMU
.A.~TlClPATEO

COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL
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L\.1PORTA..'IT:
TO BE COMPLETED 0:-iLY BY 1:-:I:OSE WHO HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED AS STATE DEPART:'.tENT
E.'.{PLOYEES I:-1' RELATION TO COMMUNITY EDUCATION A 'I A."'Y 'I!.\.lE SL.'ICE CaADUATL.~C
FROM WMU WlTr.l .ED. 0,
Instructions for .'\nsweri::!g Que9tions

To answer each item in thia aeeti.:.m. of the queationoaire:
Firat; cheek ( V) one n£ the five boxea rating your skill level before you. atter:ided

.Then; cheek ( V) one o! the five boxe!!l rating youl'

~

WMU~-BEF0RE

9kill level upon c:om;>leting your

WMU;

doctorate·~

ACTUAL COMPLETED DECREE·
Fi.na.Uy: check (\/}one of the five boxe!!l rating your ~akill level~-.CURR.:e=-<T !'iKILL.

USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High

Average
Low
.Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing O.K.
Maaagi.ng: c:ould improve
Struggling to get ~y
SCALE

BEFOREWMU

Co.ai:i.nga.meeting.

ANTICIP.o,TED
COMPLETED DECREE

~~~~TED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

I

i

I

'l'I:W~z

1. Developing instruments for c:olleeting

BEFORE WMU

Al.'fTICIPA'IED
COMPLET:E;D D""GREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE

vari"oWI 9odolosic:al data.

CURRENT SKILL

z.

Detennining me.thods o£ dispening
!::io:mation to appropriate p11blles.

BEFOREWMU
.ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DECREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL

3. Developing needs asses!!lment

5\~tveys.

BEFORE WMU

ANTICIPATED
cm.1:PLETED DEGREE

ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL

,1• • •
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USE TinS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Law

"'

Highly c:ornpetl!at
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Maaaging; could impl'ove
Struggling to get by
.Very
Hi h

· 4. Developing propos'll.!ll.

SCALE
AveJ:Hil'!h

ai!'P.

Ve~:y

Low

Low

BEFORE WMU

CURRENT SKILL

S, . Developing budget..

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
.ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

0. Asaist:Lng with local needs surveys.

r

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

. 7. £v~~ting progra.tn~.

BEFORE WMU
' ANTlctPAT£0
COMPLETED DEGREE
.ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURREN"i.' Si<lLL

8.

Iden~ying
wi~

neechl and matching them
available c:omm.unity re'sou:c:o:=:a.

BEFOREWMU
A."lTlClPATED
COMPLET:ED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

9. Developing time-rnaila.ge~"n.t :~kilb.

BEFOREWMU
, .ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DECREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL

10. D!!veloping loag range ptogl'am
plans.

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
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Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

nus

167
SCALE,

Highly competent
Compete11.t
Managing 0. K.
Ma.na.gi11g; eould Improve
Struggling to get by
Very
Hiszh

11. Developing p;u;kaging s!dlla !or promoti~n of community educa.tio11.
·

Hiszb

SCALE
Averal!"e Low

Very
Low

BEF_QREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
AC'IUAL
.COMPLETED DEGREE

CURRENT SKILL

12. DeveloPW.s in-service training
programs.

BEFORE WMU
A.o."lnC!PATED
COMPLETED D~'"CREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

13.· ~D.bterlng needs assessment
tu..-veys.

BEFORE WMU
ANnC!PATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

CURRENT SKILL

. BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED

DEG~E£

CURRENT ::jKILL

15. Coordinating various public relations

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COl"vlPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

16. Dev•lopi.ng rolt:! ela.rification and
con!l.iet resolutio11 skills.

BEFORE WMU

CURR~T

17. Working with legislative eomm.J.ttu•
and m.embers.
•

..

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

SKILL

BEFORElV"MU
. ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE:
CURRD{T SKILL

J•.···
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High
Averaga

Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Ma11agingO.K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by
SCALE
Ave-r·
all'e
Low

·18. Working eUe,tivdy withiD. the organi;r;a..

Vuy

Low

BEFORE WMU

tional suu,ture of the State Dep,.rt:ment,

I
I

ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

.

.
·.

. ...
.

19 •. Developing consulting skills.

BEFOREWMU
. .A...'inCIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

ZO. Dbcaning ln.telligen.tly the policies,
rule~ il:l.d reguh.tioas o£ the State.

.
Zl.

.

. ··.:·· ..

~~~ng in a·s:i~nme.ats ·~e~ jv~·r·
sity Ce11ter personnel are not available or do not pos9esa specific::a..U.y
ne,eded skilb.
·

BEFOREWMU
.ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

I

BEFOREWMU

ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

U. IC.enti£ying public in!lue11tials and
power structures.·

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATZD
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

Z3. DeveloPing public and pe;-so~
speaking skills.
·

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

Z4, Conducti11g sessio11s to orie11t people
to ccan.munity education eoncept1.

. BEFOREWMU
.A..'iTICIPATED
COMPLET:::D DEGREE
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:'lT SK!LL

....

..·

·· .. ;
1.:

·-·1

... t

:·····

.. '• ~t::
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USE THIS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly comptottont
Competent
Managing 0. K.
M3naging; could improve
Struggling to get by
Very
Low

ZS. Aeaesdng climate o£ varioWJ groups in
. local areas and at State level.

:BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
AC'Il1AL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL

Z6. Developi11g decision-making and
problem-solviJ:>g skills.

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
AC'Il1AL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

Z7. Assessing stre~:~.gtbs and weakJ:>euee
by self-analysis.
' •

:BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
AC'Il1AL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

?luae list here ~y ot!ler. skills that you
"!::elleve arto cdti.cal i~:~. you.r work. Indicate
yo<U' skilllevtol in. these sicills as you have
C.c.=.e Ior the abovto items.

"· - - - - - - - - - - -

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

zo. - - - - - - - - - . , . - -

:BEFORE W")..LU
A.'ITIClPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE:NT SKILL

BEFORE WMU
30. - - - - - - - - - - -

AN"I"ICIPATED
. COMPLETED DEGREE
AC'Il1AL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

·'
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USE THIS SCALE:
Vary High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly compete!lt
Competeot
Managing O.K.
Managing; could Unprove
Struggli.og to get by

SCALE
Aver-

Very
Hi h

"· -----------

al{e

Low

Very
Low

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

CURRENT SKILL

"· - - - - - - - - - - -

Hi11h

I
I
I

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

·.'·

··.;

··'

..r.•·
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IMPORTANT=
'I"O BE COMPLETED ONLY BY THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN EMPLOYED AS SUPERINTENDENTS IN
DISTRICTS WITH COM.."vlUNITY EDUCATION PROGRAMS AT A.."'iY TIME SINCE GRADUATING
FROM W'MU Wl'I"H ED. D.
ll!,struc:tiona for Answering Questions
To answu· each item in this section of the questi.oMai.re=
First; check (\/)one of the five boxes rating your skill

level~

you attended WMU--BEFORE WMU1

Tben1 check ( o,/) one of the five boxes rating, at the ti.me of entry to the p:roll!'r'lm your~
sld.U level upon completing your doctorate--AL'II'TICIPATED COMPLETED DECREE•

v>

Then; check (
one of the !i.ve boxes rating
ACTUAL COMPLETED DEGREE·

your~

skill level upoo completing your doctorate--

Finally: check { V> one of the five boxes rating your ~skill level--CURRENT SKILL.
USE THIS SCALE=
Very High
Htsh
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Managing; co!Jld improve
Strusgling to get by
SCALE
Very
AverVery
HihHih
LowLw

EXAMPLE ITEM=
Chairing a meating.

BEFORE W'MU
AN"IIClPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL

1. Providing financial support for commuDity educatt.oo. program.

V

BEFOREW'MU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE.."4T SKILL

z.

?rovidin.g for a pla11. of research and
d.evelopme11t of community educatlon
pros ram.

BEFOREWMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL

3. P:ovld.in.g fo1' a plan of evaluation o£
community ed.uca.Hon program.

BEFORE W'MU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DECREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE
CURRENT SKILL
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USE THIS SCALE;
Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing 0. K.
Man;~ging; could improve
Struggling to get by

v.ry
Low

4. P:'oviding !unds !o:'

re~earch

and

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

evalu.a.tion activities,

CURRENT SKILL

5. Initiating needs

a~~essments

for

community education.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE

CURRENT SKILL

6, Planning i:t-service.P,r'oi:;ra.ms.

BEFORE WMU
.Ar.'lTIClPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

7, Expediting organ.in.ti.nn o£ persnnnel
a.nd facilities,

5. Establishing a structure fnr selling the
program to in-house personnel and
co:r--nunity patrons.

9. Involving community in determining
content of community education progra.m.

BEFORE W!-.lU
A..'ITIC!PATED
CO:\IPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

I

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
CO:\IPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
CO:o.fPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

10. Meeting with ot.~er resource
community agencies,

BEFORE W!-.tU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLET<'D DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL
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USE TFUS SCALE:
Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

High.lycompetent
Competent
Managing O.K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by

V~ry
11. Effeeting eommunieatioo.s with patrons
in the district.

I H'

SCALE
Aver·

Vory

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

lZ. Planning for conflict resolution ;o.s
required.

BEFORE WMU
A.."lTlCIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURREN'T SKILL

13. Deveto~ing receptivitY .in 9chool dl9trict
personnel for eonununity education.

BEFORE WMU
A.."'TICIPATEP
CO).tPLETED DEGREE
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRENT SKILL

14. Developing 11chool boa:-d policie' reg;o.rd·
ing community education r!!!lationshlp
to total education program.

BEFORE WMU
ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE~<T

15. Encouraging diversity in the total
program.

SKlLL

BEFORE WMU
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
CURRE~·lT

SKILL

Please Hst here any other skills that you
belie..-e are critical in your work, Indicate
your 'kill level in thl'se skills as you have
do!".e!o::- the above Items.

"· - - - - - - - - - - -

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE
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USE THIS SCALE:

Very High
High
Average
Low
Very Low

Highly competent
Competent
Managing O.K.
Managing; could improve
Struggling to get by

SCALE
Very
Hih

Hih

Averae
Low

Very
Low

BEFORE WMU

17. - - - - - - - - - -

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE
ACTUAL
COMPLETED DEGREE

CURRENT SKILL

"' - - - - - - - - - -

BEFORE WMU

ANTICIPATED
COMPLETED DEGREE

ACTUAL
COMPLETED DECREE

CURRE:'-lT SKILL

BEFORE WMU

19. - - - - - - - - - -

ANTICIPATED
CO!'.tPLETED DEGREE

ACTUAL

.

COMPLETED DEGREE

CURRENT SKILL
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TO S£ COMFLE'I:S:D ONL•t SY r...;:OS:O: WHO HAVE S£ni .0:..\IPLOYED AS Dts7=t!C'I COMMt~!T"{
~UCATION O!RE:CTOR.S !CCORD!:>IATO!tSJ AT A.'f"( T",..'\IE SL."iCE CR.-\..DUA1:~·ll:; F::tOM '•VMU.

Check ( >/)

~"~

~

o! tl:e five boxu ic1 Col<Un.ll. Z lridica~ll~, U tl:e tirn.e o! eat.-( to the
fkilllevel Ul"'N COMPLE:TI::-JC YOU<t ~OC70RAT"'";

(c)

Chec:k (\/)one o£ the live boxu u1 Colunm J lndic .. tl.o.; your ACWAL okHllevel
COMPLE'!:NG YOUR DOCTOP..A7""·

(d)

Checl<(V J one cftl!.eliveboxu

iaColum::~4lndlcatl.o.;

your

;>~cgra.m, you:'

S!E2::!.

~•killlevel.

USE TP.lS SCALE:

Aven.'J•

•

Low

•

Hi~b.ly ccmpetont
Competent
Ma11agl.n; O.K.
M""allin;: cou.ldimp.,.ove

Vuyl..<lw

•

Strv.gsl.l.niJ~ll"tby

v ..yHI;h
HiJI>

Caair!JI.'ia.mud.nt.

VeryHi11h

'/ I
I

vi
I

I

V.:yHlihm

I

High

AY.r&ll•

~

I

I

VuyLow

11
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COLUMN

ti'SE THIS SCA!..E1
Ve'TH!ib
Ylib.

HilblY COD!o"Peteat
Com'Petc.t

Avuqe
L- •
Very Low •

M~!Jllll 0. K.
M~slD;: coll.ld im"Pnw•
St:rulllills to c••by

1

a.

a

3

-41

AeeUiii:!J Sllildinc Comzrwcl.ty Ecl..c.alii:Jo. Dlnctore
lo.tbecl....,elopmea.toftb.el.r~t.r~~meotafa-,...,al.u.

atiOA ol pro1n.m1.

Very Low
3.

I

I

....

wal~~atioo•

fol' dhtrin
upoltbiiUiclmaki.oir•comme•ulatioufo.rfllmrl
PRJI'&mmilllo

C::""""PW... ami co.rnlalil:!s

VerrK11h

o\YII"Illl

Vuy Low
4.

....

VeryKisb

Dcvelo'pilli•"PecWcati.OIIeforjobd..criptloiUI
forciKIIm\llll.tyild.IIC&tlG!Ipii'IOD!Iel.

AYIZ"Illl

Vert Law
5,

....

Ver,Hish

Evaluat:Laaeffectl."'"''' olSIIilcliqCCIJZIIDDIIltr
Educallioa.Clrectcn·a.

AYII'III

Low
Veryl.cnr

....

VeryHlah

A"'"l'
VuyLaw

12
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COLt'M!-1

!
I

t.'S.<: 7HlSSCAU:::

Very

Hl~ll

Hlgll

Av.r~!;
V•~l

Law

t

.. Hi ~~I .

Hl4hly ~cmpetonl
Competent
Ma.c.o.!llngO.K..
!>la.no~U>~; could lmprove
StJ;UUlliliJIOgotby

w

~:l
:z:s

'

7,

~! f~

~§I a!

AdYl.•lnll theboudondevelopmuto!nuded
comm.llllity education policy.

~81

zo
<U

I
I

:l

~

' I ' I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I

I
!

I

I

I
I

I

I

Very Low
8,

I

0evo\cpl:l;n5ul.ationodofuun4ba&rd!>"lio:ydea.ii.<og
wl.tbcommllllityoducaticn.

I
9,

Prepori"J and pu ..nl'lng n~artlo to dlnrlct boo.-do
concer!W!.glbcalota~,lnteu•t•, otc,

DevelopUog bwil•tLG.lor.n.o.tionloc:h u
!IIA<!l.D(, cono•runat .. , etc,

Very High

I

.Vuy Low

I
I
I

I

I

oolU'cu o!

I

I
I
Very Law

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
!
I

I

I

I
I
I
I
i

I
I
I

I
I
I
I
;

I

I

1

13
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i

COt.t:)..(.'l

VeryHiih
Hla;h
Aver:a;e

Lo•
Vny t.aw

"" iI
0

.H .
..l:il

<"
,~

~

St~gli.Da;togetby

VeryHigb.

I

'"''

Very t.Qw

tdentUylca;nsc•ucu\.a;thecommll-lllry.

VuyH!.gh

I
I
I
I
I

Very Low

Very Hl11h

'"''

I

I

~

~

I
I
I

I
I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I

i
I

I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

I
I
I

I

I

I

I

I
I
I

m
I

Provi.din; pre-ocrvice, ln-urvlcc tra.itliJ:>II acd/or
orlcoU.ti<:IA(<:Ircommunltyaduc:atloapcnoll.llcl.

I

E

Very Low

'"''

3

I

'"''

I•hot:Uylci dlnrict ccmmll-lllty educatl<:l" IO&b
&.cdobjecd.ve• Cor the<:~veraUpr<lllf&m.

<u

I
I

'"''

~~

~8

' I '
I

Very Low

16.

II
I

:.!~

HIIJhlyccmpeto"t
Compatant
Ma,..a;in;O.K.
Managing; C<:lu1d improve

Providing .advi.~e to Local =it coordin&tou i.D :b.o
dSYel<:>pment<ll!l:oa.l•whlc:!>.anl..zocontciUJlcaw:ith
dinrlctpolicy.

14,

-!-

00

tiS£ !HIS SCALE,

i

I
I

I

I

il

14
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VuyHi;h
Hith

Avu~:;
Very Low

H!ghlyccmpetent
Compe•cnt
l•b.naii<liO.~.

M&n.o.gi.:l;: co;~uJ.d.imprcve
St=u~g<o;etby

I
!1.

z

i

1

I

~

lJWJ.zi<tg a coordino.•eda.p~<co.ch to mev&riou,.o
!eve!saadtclulavolvcduprovidingccmmWllty
educ&ticaprcgro.mo.

Vecy Hiih
Hl;h

11--+-___,---i--___,
l--7-___,---i--___,

I

I

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I

l~i_W

Org&aiz!.ag and.ccordinat1<1g mewcrko£adhtr!ct
commW!.Ityeduc&<icncc11!1cll.

Av.,ngo

Ver-rLow
Prcmattcctheccr:unW!.Ityeduc&tionconceptthrou!ih
thev&rlouomodio..

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I

Develcp!.aiprc;ramlwhichllavedLurict·wid.e
appU.utlon.
Hl11h

Vocy L.ow

15
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~

VeryHlib.
Hlgb.
Aven.ge

Low
Very Low

I

I

~:~i

a:

USE: T"rl!S SCAU::

~I

Htgb.lycompet~nt

COmpelent
Managl.I11J0,K,
M&l1agil:lg; couldimp .. ove
St,-u;gl.J.D.g to =~t by

i

I
, I,

'I'

~
VeryHI11h

Wtiat:l<>g ~ttu~lures throu'b which th" cornmu..a.J.=y
educalioDorgW::alioatunc:l.ons,

w,.

I

Ave .. age

I
Very Low

I
I
I

VeryP.li!b.

o .... alopii:I!J'Itn.tegiat£o .. accomplishinili0US
..,..dobjecd.vu,

w,. I

j

i
I

Ave ..:age

Very Low

Rec,.u1ti4g, lluu·•M•wtag, a.ad ncommelldl.ai u..a.J.t
CommWil=y Educ::atl.oa. Dtucto"•·

I

j

VeryHlib.

w,.

I
I

I
I

Average

I

I

I

Very Low

I
I

I
I

I
I

•

I

VeryHliJh

w,.
Ave .. a&•

Very Low

VuyHlib.

HI"'
Avu&li•

VnyLow

I I :
I

I

I

I I

I

I

16
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COt.t:'-1.'<'

~! ~
~

VoryHI~h

Htab.

Avo~!:
Very t.ow

,,"

Hi~b.J.y c~mpolen•

w

c ............. .

ManaaingO.K.
Ma..n.:allin~; could

~~

l:np•~ve

Str~gllng OOJGI~y

oup,.o<t •<aif !o• com:nu.nl.ty educaUnn
progr""'"·

VuyHiib.

'"•'

Avnage

Vu•tt.ow
E:mplo'{lnll b.=an ut .. liono oldllo in all
UK!groupnbtlonohlpo.

indiv1.d~

Commu.nl.c&tin!l wit!!. ...ti ccmpolleDU o£ :l:.e
cormnUD!ty.

J

' I ' I ' I•
I I I
I I :
I
I I I
i
I I

~
Selecttn~

!

I ~!
" !~
~" I~ s
~ I~~ j ~ !
I

I
I
I
I
I

VertHlsb.

I
I

I
I

I

Hi !lb.

i

I

Average

I

i

I

I

I

!

Very t.ow

I

I
'

i
I

Very High.

'"''

Avetage

Very t.nw
Develop\A!I crltert .. uponwhlcllqwt.l.lu.rtvo &lid
qll.I.QtiU.tivojuc!gmoot•maybemade.

VertHlib.

I

Hiih.

I

I

I
I

I
I

I
'

Avuaae

VeryJ.ow

Collouit!.ng w\lhbulldillglll:litcnllrdln:otou ""d
ouuutioiJ .. ltun.alivu!omethodouud.

Very High
Hiih
AVU&ill

VeryLc""

I
:

II II

I I
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COLUMN'

I
USE tHIS SCALE,

....

Ve~Hi111t

Avero.ge

Low
Ve~Low

..

Hi11hlycom'P•••11t
Coml)etoliO
Mallaglll~ O.K.
Mal\.a~lllg: could improve
Struggllngtogu'oy

"

~~

""

II~I

8

u'

~

~

'I '

'

I

VeryHlgb.

Clui.iylll>j; the :olo o! t!>.e Buildi..D.i Commw:dty
Edw:at1o11 Dh·•cto~s and !luu relationoi:Upt with

~I

l

' I
I

dhtrlct&~~dlaca.l.sta.Uo.

Average

Ve~Higb.

Recclj;llizlllgtb.a!UI:Ic~ons, <>uds, and;>roblem•
c! Bwldi..D.g Comm.Wlity Educatic11 Dluc:cn.

Avenge

auu a! co<>!Uct and e<>g&!lla.i eUec":iv•ly
i..D.ccllillctueolutioll,

Reco~c.lzlll!l

Aven.ge

v ...y

•kill•

Plea•• Un !!.ere &ll'f other
tbu you. belleve a~e
critica.l.lllycurWork, !ndlceteycuroldlllev•hi..D.
tbu•skillsa•youhavadcnetortb.eahoveltemo,

Low

I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

s=EE
~

"·
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Very High.
Hi~h.

Ave~:;
Vuy!.ow

Hl~i:J.Iycompe<ent

Comp•••nt
Ma.o.ati:lt O,K,
!vlana~i:l!{; c~ul<i improve
StNUllnt to i•< by

High.

Very Low

'

Very Low

I

I

I
I

'I

Average

I

I

'/eryLow

I
I

I

I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I
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TO BS: COJ\.1P!..Z'TED 0:-1'1.'{ 5'! T.-l:CSE: WI'!O O!AV:E: 30:~ :;;.\IPLOY£0 ;.5 C!S1'3.!C-:' CCMMt.~l"r'Y
EDG'CAT:ON Dl!tS:C'!'ORS 'CCORC!NA70RS) A.T .-I..'IY r,_\1.£ Si..'iCE: GR.W!JA'!~C i'ROM W;)..lt!,

e~

!ive bo>eu

= Colum., li.ac!Lc.. n,!l youz

Jkllllovcl~you a11:o:~c!od

(a)

Chock ( V) oo.o of

(b)

Chod; ( V) o'"' of tloll !ive boxu i.n Cclu:n.:o! uichca:i<:;, a: t.b.e <i.ono o!
~ okill :ovol L"?C~ CCl>IP' ::;:n::-;c '!Ot:?.. :l0C70RATE:

Choclc ( V) ono <>f :!te Hvo boxu ~ C<>i= l
COMPLE'I'~·lG '{OU3. DOC1'0RA1''='·

O<l<:"'f ' "

oho

p~o~r>.:n,

WMU;

yoo,-

~c:~.ti.c:t~ your~ oblllovel~

COt.tJM~

~

,I ,,

~
VoryHii!>.
Hi&h

Avu~:.:
Vary !...cw

:
~

"""
0

" I ~ " i~

ffiihly<:ompotoM
C<><npoteM
M'"n•llin'i O.K.

u:;:
E
~i e:;

::
"

Mana;i<>i: coulc!l:nprave

:l;!:

St:uUlici'<~i:Otby

VuyHI;b

zo
'<:'-l

-~
~::

~~
<u

.

u<n

'I ' I ' !
I I Iv I
I
I I

~

L.

lhiUiio; both !ornuJ. a...t Wormal mothodo of
ltV&lU&tiOIIo

11
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tll!iE'I"'diSSCAL..E::

Vur HI.IJII.
H!.sll.
Av•n.IJ•
.l,.aw

Vuyi.a•

•

Hililii.I.Y cam'P•-*
Camp.C""
M&IL&Ilq O.K.
M&aa~lq; <:oul41:n.prGY•
S1ru111Lastalil•lby

~
~.

....

Anistillri 8uildl.q Ca==ity Educ.aliiiA Dlnc;au
\A~. dev•lapm•a' ct tb.•ir waum ... u far ev&l.ll&tl.oa.ctprosrua,.

v.:rvHt1bo

Avaza~•

V•:ryLaw
3.

I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I

..

CallljliUAIJillllclcornl&lilll•"al.II.&I:LCI!IIIfarclbtric=
r.pon.....Sr::oali:Lqr....,mm•lld.&I:Lauforfllm...
pi'CIInmmiAI•

v•:rvH!.sb

A¥n•s•

.....

Very La•

"-

-

Dev•latdlll op•c:ilica.I:LaaofarJobd.ucrt.pd.oal

Ve:ryHi;bo

f~:~~rcoal.llll.'llityecluc&I:LOD.pvoaaati,.

AV<IIf&l•

Ve:ryLaw

s.

E"alua~:~.at •ff•ctl.,•a•••a.f8uilcllarJ Commu.aity

VeryH11h

Ecl.~~eatlaaDU•c=r••

Av•r•l•

v.:ryLa.,

6.
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APPENDIX B
FREQUENCY TABLES FOR SKILL LEVELS BEFORE AND AFTER
W. M, U. (Western Michigan University) PROGRAM, ANTICIPATED SKILL AFTER PROGRAM AND CURRENT SKILL
IN SIX CRITICAL SKILL AREAS: EVALUATION,
RESEARCH, NEEDS ASSESSMENT, FISCAL.,
COMMUNICATION AND POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Table I
Skill of Evaluation before W. M. U.
Frequency
Very low

Percentage
24

Low

II

Average

Total

38

II

38

29

100

Table 2
Skill of Evaluation Anticipated
Frequency
Low

Percentage
10

Average

4

14

19

66

Very high

3

10

Total

29

100

High
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Table 3

Actual Skill of Evaluation after W. M. U.
Frequency

Percentage

Low

Average

12

41

High

12

41

Very high

4

14

Total

29

99

Table 4

Current Skill of Evaluation
Frequency

Percentage

17

Average
High

13

45

Very high

11

38

Total

29

100

Table 5
Research Skill before W. M. U.

Frequency

16

Low

Percentage

24

Very low

55
17

Average
Very high

I

___1_

Total

29

99
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Table 6
Anticipated Research Skill
Frequency

Percentage

Very low

Low

Average

10

High

15

52

Very high

8

28

Total

29

100

Table 7
Actual Research Skill
Frequency

Percentage

Low
18

Average

High

32

Very high

12

43

Total

29

100
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Table 8
Current Research Skill
Frequency

Very low

Percentage

4

Low
Average

21
10

High

36

Very high

_1

32

Total

28

100

Table 9

Needs Assessment Skill before W. M. U.
Frequency

Very low

21
10

Low

34
28

Average
4

High

Percentage

14

Very high

1

3

Total

29

100
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Table 10

Needs Assessment Skill Anticipated
Frequency

Percentage

Low

Average

28
12

41

Very High

~

28

Total

29

100

High

Table II
Needs Assessment Skill Actual
Frequency

Percentage

Low

10

Average

24
15

52

Very High

4

14

Total

29

100

High

Table 12

Needs Assessment Skill Current

Frequency

Percentage

Average

20

69

Very High

_2

24

Total

29

100

High
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Table 13

Fiscal Skill before W. Mo U.
Frequency
Very low

Percentage

14

4

24

Low

Average

10

34

High

24

Very high
Total

3

29

99

Table 14

Fiscal Skill Anticipated

Average

Frequency

Percentage

12

41

High
Very high

31

8

28

29

100
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Table 15
Fiscal Skill Actual
Frequency

Percentage

Very low
Low

Average

28
14

48

Very high

4

14

Total

29

100

High

Table 16
Fiscal Skill Current
Frequency

Percentage

Very low
Average

High

15

52

Very high

11

38

Total

29

100
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Table 17
Communication Skill before W.M. U.
Frequency

Percentage

Hl.

Low

34

Average

28

High

31

Very high

7

Total

100

29

Table 18
Communication Skill Anticipated
Frequency

Percentage

21

Average
14

48

Very high

__
9

31

Total

29

100

High

Table 19
Communication Skill Actual
Frequency

18

Low

Very low
Total

Percentage

24

Average

62

4

14

19

100
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Table 20
Communication Skill Current
Frequency

Percentage
10

Average
19

66

Very high

7

24

Total

29

100

High

Table 21
Policy Development Skill before W. M. U.
Frequency

Percentage

Very low

24

Low

31

Average

31
4

14

29

100

High

Total

Table 22
Policy Development Skill Anticipated
Frequency

Percentage
10

Low

21

Average

13

High

Very high
Total

_7_
29

45
____1!.

100
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Table 23
Policy Development Skill Actual
Frequency

Percentage

Low
28

Average
12

High

41

Very high

7

24

Total

29

100

Table 24
Policy Development Skill Current
Frequency

Percentage

Average

18

62

Very high

10

34

Total

29

99

High
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